HISTORY COMPOSITE RUBRIC
Justifies
evaluation
Activity

Uses historical
context to show
how person from
history might have
felt

Finds authoritative
source
Activity

Organises multiple
ideas into
categories

Analyses the
purpose of a
source
Activity

Evaluates
evidence
Activity

Evaluate facts
Activity

Finds reliable
source
Activity

Analyse facts

Elaborate on ideas
in detail
Y9 activity

Applies evidence
in new situation
Activity

Compares the
reliability of
multiple sources
Activity

Explains historical
ideas
Activity

Analyses evidence

Develops subquestions that
help answer main
question

Links events and
developments

Applies evidence
to known situation
Activity using
visual sources (y8)
Activity using
written evidence
(y7)

Uses multiple
types of sources
Activity

Discusses how
evidence could be
used for some
purpose
Activity

Uses history ideas
Activity

Asks specific openended questions
Activity

Includes the most
important ideas
Activity

Gives evidence
from research to
explain purpose
Activity

Uses outside
knowledge to help
understand source
Activity

Gives evidence
from source to
explain purpose
Activity

Describes how
artistic style of a
source adds
meaning
Activity

Writes complex
sentences
Activity

Explains cause and
effect
Y9 activity

Explains detailed
features of source
Activity

Describes how
something might
feel to a person in
history
Activity

Produce historical
narrative from
facts
Y9 activity

Uses subject
specific words
Activity

Lists facts

Uses content
knowledge

Uses history terms
and concepts
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Links relevant
outside knowledge
to source

Activity

Discusses the
reliability of a
source
Activity

Explain facts

Describe facts
Describing activity

Explains evidence

Places
developments on
a timeline
correctly

Describes the
purpose of a
source
Activity

Identifies patterns
or themes in the
source

Asks subjectspecific questions

Places events on a
timeline correctly

Lists correct
information

Recognises the
purpose of a
source
Activity

Lists detailed
features of source
Activity

Asks open-ended
questions
Activity

Uses multiple
sources

Finds sources

Finds source

Uses sources

Finds sources

Discusses the
reliability of source

Uses a range of
sources

Classifies sources
as primary or
secondary
Video
Text
Activity

Distinguishes
primary and
secondary sources

Writes descriptive
or creative
sentences
Descriptive
activity

Uses harvard-style
bibliography
Activity

Writes easy to
read sentences
Recognises cause/
effect

Editing activity
Long sentences activity
Confusion of common
words activity
Writing formally activity

Lists facts

Lists evidence

Asks questions

Places events or
developments on
a timeline

Lists information

Identifies a source

Lists general
features of source

Writing errors
impair meaning

Shows empathy

Uses evidence

Asks questions

Sequences events

Extracts
information from a
source

Finds purpose of
source

Analyses visual
source

Uses written
communication

Creates
bibliography

Identify cause and
effect

RECOGNISING THE PURPOSE OF A SOURCE
<BACK TO TOP>

The purpose of a source refers to what the source was originally made for. Don’t get confused and think about what we
might use it for, as historians. Remember: modern art is not made for future historians to look back on. Equally – art from
the past is hardly ever made so future historians can use it to see what the past was like. To figure out the purpose of a
source, you need to try as much as possible to get into the head of the person who was making it, at the time they were
making it. Now of course, in a lot of situations you won’t be able to know for sure the purpose, but make your best
estimate…
•

ask yourself, who would have asked for the painting to be made? where would it be hung up?
o

mostly wealthy people could afford art in the past, so why would a wealthy person want this art hanging?

Kinds of things that might be reasons for art in the past to be made (but don’t be limited by these options!):
•

to flaunt the wealth of the person who owns it

•

to show something beautiful

•

to show a relaxing peaceful scene

•

to brighten up the dingy indoors (remember there was no electricity until the 1800s)

•

to show religious stories or themes

•

to give an impression of peaceful countryside life

•

to make everyday life seem better than it was

Remember: paintings can be biased. They might show life from the past as different from how it really was. Use what you
know about the past and question whether you can believe the image of the past the artwork is trying to suggest.
Look at the two examples and then complete the exercises in your exercise book. List at least three possible purposes of the
source.
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Example #1:

Possible purposes of the source:
1. to show how luxurious the lifestyle of the rich was
2.

to show what wealthy women did with their days

3.

To show the beautiful dresses women from the Middle Ages used to wear

Example #2:

Possible purposes of the source:
Remember, art was very expensive to make in the past. Rich people would commission art (have it made). So think, why
would a rich person have this artwork made and hung on their wall?
1. To show what rural life was like. Perhaps some rich non-farmers wanted this on their wall so they can see what other
people do
© Ben Lawless 2016-2019

2. To show the types of technology that farmers used. To highlight the tehnological skills of the people
3. To show the drudgery and boredom that peasants had to put up with. So rich people can make fun of the poor peasants
and their back-breaking work.

Exercise #1:

Possible purposes of the source:
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Exercise #2:

Possible purposes of the source:
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FINDING A RANGE OF SOURCES
<BACK TO TOP>

Find a range of sources, a least one website, one online encyclopedia entry, one book, one diagram, one image and one
video, and create a bibliography in correct Harvard format for ONE OF these topics of your choice:

1. Australian Federation (find six sources)
2. The Water Cycle (find six sources)
3. The Aztec Empire (find six sources)

(Here is a link to a list of examples of Harvard formatting:
http://guides.library.vu.edu.au/content.php?pid=247460&sid=2073786)
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EXPLAINING HISTORICAL CONCEPTS
<BACK TO TOP>

It is great to use historical concepts in your writing about history. To show that you know what they mean, it can sometimes
be a good idea to define what they mean as you are writing about them. Look at the examples below and complete the
exercises in your exercise book. In the exercises, try and define the word in italics as part of your sentence. Try and make
including the definition in the sentence seem natural. You might need to look up the definition of some of the words.

Some historical concepts:
cause
change
civilisation
contact
continuity
cultures
economic
effect
empathy
equality
evidence
government
justice
law
perspectives
politics
power
revolution
significance
society
trade
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Example #1:
Using a historical concept: Civilisations learn things from other cultures by contact with them.
Using a historical concept while defining it: Civilisations learn things from other cultures by contact with them, which is
interacting with a different set of people through trade, war or something similar.

Example #2:
Using a historical concept: The Soviet Union started to have economic problems towards the end of the Cold War, because
it was really expensive to keep spending as much as the USA on defence.
Using a historical concept while defining it: The Soviet Union began to have economic problems in the Cold War. This meant
that the total amount their country could produce wasn’t enough for how much they wanted to spend. This was mostly
because they were trying to spend as much as the USA on defence.

Exercise #1:
Using a historical concept: The Australian government tries to make laws that promote equality.
Using a historical concept while defining it:

Exercise #2:
Using a historical concept: An important feature of early civilisations was their creation of government.
Using a historical concept while defining it:

Exercise #3:
Using a historical concept: Different historians have different perspectives on how important ancient Greece was.
Using a historical concept while defining it:

Exercise #4:
Using a historical concept: Many people believe that Christopher Columbus sailing to America was one of the most
significant events in world history.
Using a historical concept while defining it:

Exercise #5:
Using a historical concept: For centuries, societies have learnt from each other through trade.
Using a historical concept while defining it:
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DISCUSSING THE RELIABILITY OF A SOURCE
<BACK TO TOP>

Now that you know how to analyse a source, it is time to start being able to discuss how useful the source is at answering
historical questions. How useful a source is depends on what historical questions you are trying to answer. After all, an
Egyptian tomb is great at answering questions about Egyptian burial rituals but not about farming practices).
How useful a source is based on how reliable it is. How reliable something is just means whether it is good quality and if you
can trust it. Factors to think about when deciding if a source is reliable include:
•

Is the evidence in the source backed up by other evidence?
o

•

•

Is it from a believable source?
o

‘Official’ sources are usually more likely to be believable (e.g. government, published book)

o

More recent sources are more likely to be believable

Is the person who created the source an expert?
o

•

The more evidence there is for it, the more likely it is to be true

Experts are more likely to be believable (e.g. a historian, a scientist)

Is it unbiased?
o

Examining the source, does it look like it is unfair to some group or point of view?

o

Think about the motivations of the person who produced the source

However, these things are NOT all equal. Some things are more important than others. Probably the most important thing is
whether or not the source tells you where it gets its information from.
So, knowing the usefulness of a source can be difficult. We often don’t have enough information to know how useful a
source is, but we can try and estimate it. The most important thing is, whatever you think, back up what you are saying with
evidence from the source.
Have a look at the examples and then complete the exercises in your exercise book.
Note that in these examples it is assumed that you’d previously discussed the physical description of the source, and are
now moving on to analysing it.
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Example #1:

Discussion of the usefulness of the source to help us understand medieval city infrastructure: This source is a water fountain
carved into stone that was found in the ruins of a medieval village. It shows a small hole where water comes from
underground pipes. We know from other sources that some towns had this type of technology. It was developed by the
Romans so it must have still been around in the Middle Ages, which was after the Roman Empire fell. This source seems
quite believable because it is a physical structure located in a village that we have evidence to suggest that it was important
in medieval times. We don’t know who created the fountain itself but we know that the photo was taken by an important
historian, who has also made other medieval discoveries in the town. There doesn’t appear to be any bias in the source,
because it is a practical object. For these reasons, it seems that this fountain is a good source of information about medieval
city infrastructure. It shows that they had underground pipes, which we know from studying the Romans must have existed
in the Middle Ages. It also shows that they used very sturdy materials, because it is still standing about 500 years later.
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Example #2:

Discussion of the usefulness of the source to help us understand medical practices in the Middle Ages: This source is from a
book. It shows a person using some long black piece of material on the mouth of another person. This might be some kind
of medical or dental procedure. We don’t know very much about medieval dentistry, and we have not seem many images of
this long black piece of material elsewhere. We cannot see enough of the text in the source to know if it tells us anything
about the picture, so that doesn’t help us find out if it is a reliable source. It is from a published book though, which were
rare in the Middle Ages, and it seems unlikely that someone would go to all the trouble of hand-copying a book to show a
medical practice that wasn’t real, so perhaps this is a reliable source. The person who created the source would have been a
monk, and we know that clergy were often medical people in the Middle Ages so he might have had some expert knowledge
of medical procedures. There does not look to be much bias in the source – it is just a picture of a person performing some
procedure on someone else, so there doesn’t look like there is a value judgement of any kind in the source.
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Exercise #1:

Discussion of the usefulness of the source to help us understand the rise of towns and cities in the Middle Ages:

Exercise #2:

Discussion of the usefulness of the source to help us understand medieval architecture:
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Exercise #3:

Discussion of the usefulness of the source to help us understand the clothing in rural medieval towns:
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DESCRIBING THE PURPOSE OF A SOURCE
<BACK TO TOP>

Recognising the purpose of a source is a really great step in being good at analysing sources. The next step is being able to
describe that purpose in detail. For this activity, instead of giving dot points, you are to pick one purpose and write about it
in full sentences. Remember that because you don’t know for sure what the purpose of the source is, make sure you write
like that in your description, using phrases like “could be”, “might be”, “is possibly”, “is probably”. Don’t be more certain
than you are! Also, give evidence from the picture to back up what you’re saying. In the example, the words used to suggest
we can’t be sure are in green. The evidence from the painting is in red, and the overall purpose is in blue.
Look at the two examples, and then complete the exercises in your exercise book.

Example #1

Description of purpose of the source: This large mural might depict a really important city from the Middle Ages. We can see
a lot of beautifully made buildings in this picture. There is a procession of important looking people (because some of them
are being led on horseback), which suggests the city is important. The whole shape of the painting is shaped in the same
way as a city, which might mean the painting is demonstrating how significant this city is.

Example #2
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Description of purpose of the source: This tapestry shows a procession of people carrying someone to a church. For this
reason, it is likely that the purpose of this source is to show an important historical event, possibly the death of a king or
another important person. The words on the tapestry say “CORPUS EADWARDI REGIS”, which could mean the body (CORPIS)
of King (Regis) Edward (EADWARDI). This might be an important king of a European country. Other evidence suggesting that
this is an important funeral are the people bringing food, and the crowd of people in the background.

Exercise #1

Description of purpose of the source:

Exercise #2

Description of purpose of the source:
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DESCRIBING HOW THE ARTISTIC STYLE OF A SOURCE ADDS
MEANING
<BACK TO TOP>

Being able to describe a source in detail is great! The next step is being able to make some comment about the style of the
art used in the source. This can be a bit tricky when you’re first starting out because you probably don’t know all that much
about artistic styles. Below is some information on this kind of stuff. Next there are two examples of describing the artistic
style of a source, then there are some examples that you should do in your exercise book. For this exercise, we’re assuming
that you had already described the source in detail already; these exercises are aimed at getting you to be able to do the
next step – describing the artistic style of a source.
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Once you can describe the artistic style, you need to say how that style adds meaning to the painting. Examples:
Artistic style
Dull, dreary, dark

Bright colours
Gold
Similar colours
Picture has something in the centre

Meaning it might add to a painting
The meaning of the image is sad or depressing. Maybe the
people in the image are in pain, or being oppressed or
something.
Peacefulness, happiness.
Wealth, riches
Perhaps similar colours within a group show they have
something in common
The something is the most important element in the picture

Example 1

Describing the artistic style of this source:
This painting is lavishly painted, with a lot of gold colour. This could represent the painter trying to show that the figures
shown in the painting are rich, or very important, because gold is associated with high status. There are four figures, but
they all appear to be the same person, based on what their face looks like. This number could represent the four roles of the
person who the painting is about. The scale of all four pictures is the same, suggesting that all four roles are equally
important. The figure is looking away from the artist, and her face is de-emphasised, this could possibly be making a
comment about the woman in the painting, that she is shy, or demure.
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Example 2

Describing the artistic style of this source:
This painting shows a lot of movement, suggesting the action and ferocity of the battle that is being shown in the painting.
The colours are quite dull, and there is not that much difference in the painting style of the humans and the animals. This
might show that the warriors shown consider their animals as just as important in battle as they are. The one exception to
this is the emphasis placed on the man in the centre left of the painting, with his red cape. He could perhaps be an
important hero or a leader in the army. There is a certain harmony on the faces of the soldiers, with most of them facing the
same direction and having the same emotion on their face – grim determination. This perhaps emphasises their cohesion
and being part of a group.
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Exercise #1

Describing the artistic style of this source:
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Exercise #2

Describing the artistic style of this source:
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Exercise #3

Describing the artistic style of this source:
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APPLYING EVIDENCE FROM A SOURCE
<BACK TO TOP>

Being able to find evidence in a source and explain it is great. The next step is to be able to use that evidence and apply it to
back up a point that you are trying to make. To do this you need:
•

A point that you are trying to make, for example: there were lots of wars in the Middle Ages

•

A source that contains information, for example: a painting showing a scene in the king’s court

•

You need to have figured out something in the painting that helps make the point you are trying to make.

Look at the two examples and then complete the exercises in your exercise book. You will be given the point to be made…

EXAMPLE #1

Point to be made: Life in the Middle Ages was more community-focused.
Using evidence from source to make point: In this painting there is a large number of people interacting. The people are
dancing together, singing and laughing. We can see a musician at the bottom right playing music for the group. There are
lots of different types of people dancing together, which we can see by how different their clothes are. This suggests it is
most of a village dancing together. We would not usually see a whole town dancing together in modern times, which
suggests that life in the Middles Ages was more communal than our own.
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EXAMPLE #2

Point to be made: medieval life was dominated by farming.
Using evidence from source to make point: This painting shows twelve different pictures of life in the middle ages. It is likely
that each picture therefore represents one month in the calendar. Each picture shows a different stage in the rural calendar,
for example: wheat is harvested in two of the months, and then in the month after it has been harvested, new wheat seeds
are sown. Other scenes possibly depict shearing lambs (top right) and pruning trees (second from top right). An artwork of
this kind was probably to show all the different seasons. We can see that each season is dominated by different farming
activities, which could possibly show that the painter was trying to show that life at this time was primarily focused on
farming activities.
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EXERCISE #1

Point to be made: Lords had more power than peasants.
Using evidence from source to make point:
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EXERCISE #2

Point to be made: rural life was really important in the Middle Ages.
Using evidence from source to make point:
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EXERCISE #3

Point to be made: the monarch was a very important figure in medieval life.
Using evidence from source to make point:
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USING HISTORICAL CONCEPTS
<BACK TO TOP>

When writing about history, you should try and talk about historical ideas and concepts.
Write out these paragraphs in your exercise book including all the historical concept words, used correctly. Some have more
than one that might fit, but you must only use every word once. Start with the easier ones and cross them off as you go.

In history, we often try to work out the _________of an event by looking at the events that led up to it – we often talk about
this in history as cause and _________. Some things don’t _________though, and there is a sense of _________in a lot of
history. Often, _________changes because it comes into _________with another society, either through war or
_________or some other way. When societies interact, there is often a mix of two or more _________.
One of the first forms of human organization is what historians call a _________, which is an advanced society with writing,
_________, cities and _________. They often have complex _________systems and advanced technology. In these
civilizations, different people fight for power within the government, and the struggle for this _________is often what we
call _________. Many believe that our government should be based on the rule of law, _________and _________for all
people. In fact, there have been many examples in history where there has been a _________, a violent uprising against the
government, to bring about a more equal society like this.
We as historians, must be careful to always look for _________to back up our theories about the _________of different
historical events. Often there are lots of different _________in history, lots of different ways of looking at things. It is
important to try and get into the mindset of people in history, to have _________for them.

cause

equality

significance

change

evidence

society

civilisation

government

trade

contact

justice

continuity

law

cultures

perspectives

economic

politics

effect

power

empathy

revolution
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DESCRIBING IN DETAIL
<BACK TO TOP>

Being able to describe something is great, the next step is being able to describe it in detail. Describing in detail means giving
full information about something.
When describing in detail you will be writing more than you normally would. You should provide more information. You
could write using more adjectives that describe in greater detail.
Read the examples below and complete the exercises in your exercise book.

Example #1:
Describing: The shape of Australia looks like a giant puddle.
Describing in detail: The shape of Australia looks like a large rectangle with rough edges. The northern half is rounded at the
edges, with a big chunk taken out of the middle, which is the Gulf of Carpentaria. The bottom half is smoother, with a
smaller chunk taken out, this is the Great Australian Bight. Australia also has a triangle shaped island called Tasmania below
it.

Example #2:

Describing: This vase is black with red pictures on it and two handles.
Describing in detail: This large container is symmetrical, which means that it is the same on both sides. It is mostly black,
except for a band of red patterns along the top and the bottom. It also has a large picture in the middle of it, with five men
running, on a red background. The vase has two small handles on the top of it, and a large opening, probably for pouring out
the contents of the vase, or container. The bottom of the vase opens out to a wider piece, which is so that the container can
stand up on its own.

Exercise #1:
Describing: The Aitken school uniform is mostly green with a bit of grey in the socks.
Describing in detail:
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Exercise #2:

Describing: This picture has some mountains, forest and grass in it.
Describing in detail:

Exercise #3:

Describing: A knight’s armour is shiny and looks protective. They also usually use a sword.
Describing in detail:
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Exercise #4:

Describing: This city has a lot of buildings and roads.
Describing in detail:

Exercise #5:

Describing: This dig site has a lot of olden days things underground, like a vase and some green stuff.
Describing in detail:
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WRITING DESCRIPTIVE SENTENCES
<BACK TO TOP>

So, you can write clear sentences, which is great! The next step is being able to write more descriptive or more creative
sentences, using interesting vocabulary.
To do that, you introduce some more detailed information into your sentences, such as data, statistical information, outside
knowledge, adjectives, and add that to the sentence.
Turn these sentences into descriptive or creative sentences, by following the examples. In your sentences, you can make up
the extra information to make them creative, but normally you would find out more information to add to the sentences.

Example 1:
Clear sentence – Knights were warriors of the medieval period.
Descriptive sentence – Knights were an important social class during the medieval period, who owed allegiance to those
above them, such as lords, for gifts of land, but who also provided protection for those below them, such as peasants.

Example 2:
Clear sentence – Many parents are not happy about paying for iPads and school uniforms on top of fees.
Descriptive sentence – Over three quarters of Smith College parents have expressed outrage at having to pay $800 for new
iPads and over $150 per year for official school uniforms on top of the already high fees, estimated at over $7,500 per
annum.

Exercise #1:
Clear sentence – Cavemen had a difficult life.
Your descriptive sentence –

Exercise #2:
Clear sentence – People from history thought differently to how we do.
Your descriptive sentence –

Exercise #3:
Clear sentence – Young people today like playing games and stay inside more than their parents.
Your descriptive sentence –
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Exercise #4:
Clear sentence – Our social system has become more complicated over time.
Your descriptive sentence –

Exercise #5:
Clear sentence – It is important to learn about history.
Your descriptive sentence –
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CLASSIFYING SOURCES AS PRIMARY OR SECONDARY
<BACK TO TOP>

•

Primary Source: a record made by people who saw or took part in an event (originates from the past)

•

Secondary Source: a record of an event written by someone not there at the time

Key question: Is this a primary/secondary source? Ask yourself....
•

Did/could the author/creator witness/make the artifact?
o

Yes = primary source

o

No = secondary source

Directions: Determine whether the following are primary or secondary sources. Circle the letter indicating whether the
item is a "P" primary source or "S" secondary source. For each one, explain your reasoning in COMPLETE SENTENCES.
(P)PRIMARY - (S)SECONDARY
1.

The story your grandfather tells you about his experience during the Korean War. P S

Why?
2.

A letter written by George Washington to his mother about the latest developments in the Revolutionary War. P S

Why?
3.

The Diary of Anne Frank - the published diary of a teenage girl who experiences the Holocaust first hand. P S

Why?
4. Your World History textbook or an encyclopaedia. P S

Why?
5.

Your high school diploma. P S

Why?
6.

A photograph of you and your friends at your 8th birthday party. P S

Why?
7.

The information from the museum tour guide who shows you around the exhibit and shares facts with you. P S

Why?
8.

A mummy from ancient Egypt. P S
Why?
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9.

Give at least 2 more examples of a primary source.
a.
b.

_

10. Give at least 2 more examples of a secondary source.
a.
b.
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USING SUBJECT-SPECIFIC WORDS
<BACK TO TOP>

Below are vocabulary lists for Years 7-10. Pick five words that you think you will use when learning / writing about your
current topic. They must be words that you don’t know how to use well already.
For each of these five words you are going to make a “vocabulary frame”.
DIRECTIONS: This strategy will help you to learn new vocabulary and concepts in class. Use the following format to create
flashcards:

•

o

Top Right Corner: Write the word's definition

o

Top Left Corner: Write the word's opposite and cross it out

o

Lower Left Corner: Write a silly sentence that uses the definition of the word

o

Lower Right Corner: Draw a graphic to help you visualize the concept

o

In the Center: Write the word

Your flashcards should be the size of ¼ of a piece of paper each.

Example:

Year 7
acropolis stronghold

on high
ground in an ancient Greek citystate

ancient history the

period from the
beginning of civilisation to the
fall of the Roman Empire

assassinate murder

agora large open

artefact an

biased one-sided

space in the
centre of a Greek city that served
as a public meeting area and
marketplace

object made or
changed by humans
artisans skilled

a prominent
figure such as a politician or
king
or prejudiced,
seeing something from just one
point of view

craftspeople
Buddhist of

agriculture farming

animals

and herding

Buddhism, a religion
founded in India in the sixth
century BC.
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bureaucrats government

officials

evolve to

develop and change by
natural processes

cannibalism the

mandate of heaven Chinese

expression meaning that a ruler
had been chosen by the gods

practice of eating
one's own species

extinct died

carnivorous meat-eating

fauna animals

civilisation term

used to describe
societies that have towns and
features such as complex forms
of government and religion

fossils remains

civil war a war

heresy an

opinion or belief that
contradicts orthodox beliefs,
especially in religion

land where it is
believed the first human
civilisations were developed;
includes parts of modern Iraq,
Turkey and Syria

or regions
taken over and controlled by
another state

heritage everything that

Middle Ages between

conscripted forced

hieroglyphs pictures

out
masonry stonework
mausoleum large tomb

fought between
citizens of one country

of plants or
animals found in rocks

medieval of

helot slave of

Mesopotamia the

the Spartan state

structure

the Middle Ages

colonies countries

to become a

soldier
conservation the

preservation and
protection of artefacts or relics
from damage or decay
continent one of

seven very large,
continuous bodies of land; they
are Europe, Asia, Africa,
Antarctica, Australia, North
America and South America

has come
down to us from the past
and symbols
that represent words and sounds,
used in the ancient Egyptian
writing system
hoplites Greek

foot soldiers

hunter-gatherers people

who live
by hunting animals and
gathering food in the wild

of religious practice

who looks after a
museum collection

Ice Ages long periods

during
which glaciers covered much of
the northern hemisphere

Daoist a

infantry foot

curator a person

follower of Daoism

monastery residence of

a

community of monks
mosaic a design

created by a
pattern of coloured stones, tiles
or glass
Neolithic Revolution the

beginning
of the New Stone Age

hypothesis (plural: hypotheses) a

theory or possible explanation
cult a branch

ancient and
modern historical periods
(generally between the fifth and
fifteenth centuries)

nomads tribal

groups who wander
from place to place, generally in
search of food or pasture
noxious harmful
oligarchy governing council

soldiers

of

rich aristocrats
deities gods

or goddesses

democracy a political

system
according to which citizens
choose the way in which they
are governed
dynasty a line of

rulers from the
same family, and the period
during which they ruled

Iron Age period

in which people
learned to use iron to make tools
and weapons

Olympiad a staging of

Latin the

omens signs

language of ancient

eternal life living forever

down

from the past
mammoth a large extinct

that predict good or

evil

Rome
legacy something handed

the

Olympic Games

mammal
like a modern elephant but with
larger tusks and woolly fur to
keep it warm

oral traditions a people's

stories
and beliefs handed down
through generations by
storytellers rather than in writing
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pagan name

used to refer to
people who believed in nonChristian gods

sovereign a king,

virtues moral
palaeontologist a scientist

standards or values

who

studies fossils
Paleolithic of

queen or

emperor

warlords generals

from powerful
landowning families

the Old Stone Age
YEAR 8

papyrus paper

made from
crushing reeds

abbey monastery or convent run by
an abbot or abbess

Parthenon Athenian

temple
dedicated to the goddess Athena

ambassador an authorised
messenger or representative

perspective point

anthropologist a person who
studies the culture and beliefs of
different groups of people

of view or

attitude
philosophy study of

the causes and
meanings of things
plaza public square or

open
space, usually in the middle of a
town
polis (plural poleis) ancient

Greek

city-state
polytheism belief

in many gods

prehistory the

period before
writing was invented
prophet a revealer

or interpreter

of God's will

arable land that can be ploughed
for crops
archbishop head bishop
artillery large mounted firearms
such as the cannon
artisan a skilled worker who
produces handmade items
barbarian uncultured and
uncivilised; not Christian
bishop clergyman who governs a
diocese, a large church district
bronze metal alloy mainly of copper
and tin

republic system

of government in
which the head of state is not a
monarch

bushido the way of the warrior; the
rules that prescribed correct
behaviour for all samurai

rhetoric the

cannibalism the practice of eating
human flesh

art of public speaking

sacrifice killing of

an animal or
human as an offering to a god

cartographer a map-maker

scribe citizen

cavalry a unit of the army mounted
on horseback

who could read and
write and was trained to keep
records
shrine a religious

monument,
often containing sacred objects

circumnavigate to sail around the
world
civilian an ordinary citizen
civil servant a person who works for
the public

civil war a war between two
competing groups within one
country
classics the literature of ancient
Greece and Rome
clergy officials of the Church
colony an area of a country that is
ruled by a different country
conquistador one of the Spanish
conquerors of Mexico in the
sixteenth century
conscript a person ordered by the
government to do compulsory
military duty
constitution written rules outlining
how a country will be governed
convent community of nuns
cult a system of religious worship
daimyo great feudal lord of Japan
during the Classical and shogunate
periods
dynasty sequence of rulers from the
same family
Edo the name for the city of Tokyo
until 1868
epidemic large-scale spread of a
disease
excommunicate to cut off from all
communication with the Church. It
was taught that those who were
excommunicated would go to hell
when they died.
faith religious belief and practice
feudalism social order in medieval
Europe
fief a gift, usually land, given by a
lord to a vassal (or tenant) in
exchange for loyalty and service
guild an association of people
engaged in a particular trade or
craft for the mutual benefit of its
members
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heathen one who is neither
Christian, nor Jewish nor Muslim,
and is often seen as therefore being
uncivilised
hereditary passed from parent to a
child
heresy any religious opinion that
differed from that of the Roman
Catholic Church
heretic a Christian who holds views
that conflict with official Church
teachings
Holy Land land in the Middle East
which has significant importance
for Christians, Muslims and Jews
imperial the rule of an emperor or
something belonging to an empire
joust combat between two
mounted knights using blunted
lances
jujutsu a traditional Japanese
system of physical training and
unarmed combat

nobles the aristocracy; hereditary
privileged class nomadic

self-sufficient able to provide for its
own needs

nomadic moving around from place
to place

seppuku a form of ritual suicide,
carried out by disembowelling
oneself (cutting open the abdomen)
with a sword

origami the art of folding paper into
different shapes and designs
pagan one who worships many
gods; someone who is not a
Christian, Jew or Muslim
pagoda a sacred multi-storey tower
used by the Buddhist religion to
store relics or sacred texts
peasant a farmer, usually a tenant,
who worked the estates of a
landowner
pilgrim one who travels to a sacred
place to show devotion to his or her
faith
plague fatal epidemic disease;
usually used in reference to the
bubonic plague
polytheism the worship of
numerous gods

kabuki a colourful form of theatre
combining play-acting, dance and
music

Pope the head of the Roman
Catholic Church

Latin America the part of the
Americas that was colonised by the
Spanish and Portuguese

Renaissance meaning ‘rebirth’, it
refers to the flowering of the arts
and sciences in late medieval
Europe

Latin the language of ancient Rome
and of the Catholic Church until
recent times.
lord chief position in the feudal
system below the monarch
moat water-filled defensive ditch
surrounding a castle
monastery a place where Christian
monks lived
monk member of a closed
community of men living under
religious vows and rules
New World a term used to describe
the Americas

republic a state in which the head
of the government is not a ruler
who inherits his position as might a
king or emperor
ronin a wandering samurai who had
no lord or master
ruling class kings, nobles and high
officials
saint a person honoured by the
Church for having lived an
especially holy life
samurai the warrior class in Japan
during the Classical and shogunate
periods

serf peasants who were not free to
leave the land they worked
Shinto an ancient Japanese religion
that believes in nature spirits and
ancestor worship
shogun the Japanese emperor’s
chief military adviser, with the duty
to protect Japan from foreign
invasion
siege capturing a protected place by
surrounding it and cutting off
supplies
stirrups foot supports suspended
from a saddle by straps
superstition a belief based on
custom or fear rather than
knowledge or reason
treaty a formal agreement between
two or more nations
Year 9
abdicate to step down from the
throne or from other high office
abolition the end of legal
acceptance of slavery
absolute monarch a ruler who
governs alone, unrestrained by laws
or constitution
artefact an object made by humans
artillery large-calibre guns
biased prejudiced, leaning to a onesided view
Black Death a deadly disease that
ravaged Europe, killing between a
quarter and half of the population,
in the second half of the fourteenth
century.
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bourgeoisie capitalist middle
classes; the owners of the means of
production, distribution and
exchange
cannibalism eating one's own
species
censorship restriction or control of
what people can say, hear, see or
read
colony an area of land settled by
people from another country. This
can involve military conquest if the
original inhabitants resist that
settlement.
constitution rules for government
convict a person imprisoned for a
crime
cult a branch of religious worship
Daoist ancient Chinese
philosophical/religious tradition
emphasising simple living in
harmony and balance with the
universe
depose remove from power
divine right chosen by God to rule
egalitarianism equality of all people

grazing pasture to feed cows and
sheep
guillotine device designed to
execute people by decapitation
(cutting off their heads)
Hindenburg line a heavily fortified
position to which the Germans
withdrew before the Allied
offensive of spring 1917
hulk the body of an old ship that
serves as a prison rather than a
sailing vessel
infant mortality rate a means of
measuring the percentage of babies
who fail to survive their first
birthday
New Spain Spanish territories in the
New World, including much of
North America
nobles aristocrats, a hereditary
privileged class just below a
monarch
no man's land unoccupied ground
between the front lines of opposing
armies
pacifist person who holds a religious
or other conscientious belief that it
is immoral to take part in war

referendum (plural referenda)
ballot in which voters decide on a
political question.
republic a form of government that
relies on popular representation
rather than a monarchy
secede break away to form a
separate country
serfs peasants who were bound to
the land they worked. In Russia
they could be bought and sold by
the landowner.
socialism a political system in which
governments control the economy
to ensure greater equality
squatters colonists who leased and
occupied large tracts of what had
been Aboriginal land
stalemate a term that comes from
the game of chess, meaning a
situation in which neither side can
gain a winning advantage
stockade a fortified enclosure
strike attempt by employees to put
pressure on their employer by
refusing to work

pandemic disease epidemic
affecting many different countries

subsistence farming farming that
provides only enough to satisfy the
basic needs of life of the farmer or
community

enlist to join voluntarily, usually the
military

penal colony a settlement for
convicts

suffrage the right to vote in
elections

entrepreneur a person who
organises a business venture, and
assumes the financial risks
associated with it, in the hope of
making a profit

precinct a district of a city

telegraph device for sending
messages over long distances

empire a number of different
countries or colonies controlled by
the government of one country

famine a severe shortage of food,
leading to starvation, usually due to
crop failures over a sustained
period of time
Federation movement of colonies
to form a nation

proletariat the working classes,
especially industrial wage-earners
propaganda distortion of the truth
to persuade people to support an
action or point of view
radicals those who advocate farreaching political and social
changes

U-boats German submarineYear 10
advocacy active support
Allies Britain,

France and the
other states on the winning side
in World War I
anarchists revolutionaries

who
want an equal society based on
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cooperation rather than
government or coercive laws

regularly to decide major issues
of government

Anglo-Celtic an

capitalist economic system

inhabitant of
Australia who was or whose
ancestors were born in the
British Isles, including England,
Ireland, Scotland and Wales
apartheid an

official policy of
racial segregation involving
political, legal and economic
discrimination
armistice a ceasefire or

truce that
ends fighting in a conflict so
terms for permanent peace can
be discussed

based
on private ownership of capital,
free markets and competition

used by the Nazis to
describe ‘pure-blooded’
Germanic peoples
Security
Intelligence Organisation; a
body responsible for collecting
information on terrorism and
other dangers to Australia’s
security
production
method in which each worker
completes the same operation
over and over
process by which
a minority group gives up its
own customs and traditions and
adopts those of the dominant
culture

census an

economic sanctions restrictions

civil rights the

a country’s trade imposed by
other countries to enforce
political change

official, usually
periodic count of a population
rights belonging to
an individual by virtue of
citizenship
state of political
hostility and military tension
between the Western (capitalist)
and Eastern (communist) power
blocs
that has
foreign settlements, or colonies,
under its control
of
government in which the state
controls the economy, in an
attempt to ensure that all goods
are equally shared by the people

egalitarianism having the

belief
that all people are equal and
deserve equal rights
embassy the

residence or place of
official business of an
ambassador, who represents a
foreign country
fallout the

fall of radioactive
particles after a nuclear
explosion
genocide the

attempted systematic
killing of an entire national or
ethnic group
globalisation the

where people were beaten,
tortured, starved and used as
slave labour
conscription compulsory

enlistment, especially in the
armed forces; also called the
draft

bipartisan supported

coup d’état a change in

government brought about by
force

movement

of something

on

communism a system

leaning towards
just one view of things

blockade blocking the

British Empire’s
self-governing settler colonies

colonial nation a nation

bias prejudice,

by the two
major political parties

who publicly
disagree with government policy
or actions
dominions the

concentration camps prison camps
assimilation the

dissidents people

controls
and restrictions on the free flow
of information in the media

ASIO Australian

assembly line mass

driven
from their homeland by war or
political upheaval

censorship government

Cold War the
Aryan term

displaced person a person

guilt; being
responsible or blameworthy

idea that, through
improved communications and
increased international and
multinational trade, the
significance of national borders
is reduced as the world becomes
one global marketplace
guerrilla a member

of an irregular
military force that avoids
fighting pitched battles, adopting
tactics such as harassing the
enemy, sabotage, and cutting
communications and supply
lines

culpability state of

heritage cultural

traditions

Cabinet group of

select
government ministers that meets
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hyperinflation such

an extreme rise
in prices that a currency loses
any real value
of ideas or beliefs
that guide an individual, group,
society or nation

mandate commission to

act on
behalf of the League of Nations
to govern a people considered
not ready to govern themselves

ideology set

naval blockade naval

action to
close down or restrict access to
an area or country by sea
Normandy a region

manifesto a public declaration

of
principles, policies or intentions

of France on

the Atlantic coast
paramilitary armed

inalienable belonging to

a thing by
its nature; not able to be taken
away

martial law a body of

incarceration imprisonment

middle class the

indoctrinate to

teach or instruct in
a way that is almost
brainwashing

laws
imposed by the military rather
than civil authority
class between the
working class and the upper
class, usually including
professionals, highly skilled
labourers, and lower and middle
management

the general
level of prices for goods and
services

fighters using
guerrilla tactics behind enemy
lines
pastoralist a person

who runs
sheep or cattle on a property

militarism excessive influence of

military values and pro-war
ideas

radical a person

militia a
inflation increase in

partisans irregular

vote in which
electors give their opinion on an
issue

Industrial Revolution enormous

social and economic changes
brought about by the shift from
hand manufacturing to largescale factory production

forces outside
the official military

group of armed civilians
who may be part-time or
temporary soldiers

plebiscite direct

who advocates
fundamental or revolutionary
changes in current practices,
conditions or institutions
rationing controlling the

moral relating to

right and wrong

behaviour

distribution of something when
supplies are low

multiculturalism policy recognising

rear-guard action direct

engagement with the enemy by
troops protecting a retreating
force

be put in prison for
political or military reasons,
either real or perceived

an immigrant’s right to practise
whichever culture they wish so
long as they do not break the
law; respect for, and
appreciation of, cultural
diversity

isolationist foreign

policy based
on avoiding involvement in the
affairs of other countries

napalm a highly flammable,

sticky jelly used in incendiary
bombs and flamethrowers

reparations payments

land rights the

national service compulsory

rhetoric effective and

integration policy requiring

immigrants to publicly adopt the
new country’s culture while still
being able to celebrate their own
culture privately
internment to

rights of
Indigenous peoples to possess
land they traditionally owned
and occupied
left wing of

parties, ideologies and
individuals, such as communists
and socialists, that want greater
political equality

referendum a ballot

in which
people decide on an important
political issue
as
compensation for damage caused

service in the military during
peacetime

persuasive
language, sometimes used to
mislead

native title a

right wing of

‘bundle of rights’ of
Indigenous people to possess
land they traditionally owned
and continue to occupy

parties, ideologies
and individuals whose political
beliefs range from conservative
to fascist
rogue playfully mischievous
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self-determination the

freedom for
a people to determine their own
course of action

stock exchange a place where

stocks (shares in companies) are
bought and sold

ideal, perfect place,
especially in its social, political
and moral aspects

seminal original

terra nullius (‘land

war crimes crimes

and influential

who support an
economic system based on
public ownership of industry to
create greater equality

belonging to
no-one’) in Australia, the legal
idea that since no-one was
‘using’ the land when the first
Europeans arrived, it could be
claimed by the British Crown

sovereign nation: a nation

that has
the right to determine its own
laws and future

terrorism the

soviets councils,

Third Reich the

socialists those

utopia an

committed
during war that violate the
accepted rules of war, often
performed against civilian noncombatants
Weimar Republic the

originally
elected by workers or peasants
spearhead to

use of violence,
especially against civilians, to
achieve political ends
Nazi name for
their regime in Germany. Reich
means empire.

lead an attack
treaty a formal

status quo the

existing state of

agreement

system to
provide help to members of
society who need support
working class the

USSR the

is
to buy and sell shares on behalf
of others

welfare government

between states

affairs
stockbroker someone whose job

democratic
system of government in
Germany from 1919 to early
1933, so called because its
constitution was written in the
city of Weimar

Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, or Soviet
Union, the name of the former
Russian Empire from 1922

class consisting
of people who work for wages,
especially low wages, including
unskilled and semi-skilled
labourers and their families
xenophobic abnormal

fear or
hatred of the strange or foreign
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DESCRIBING HOW SOMETHING MIGHT FEEL TO A PERSON IN
HISTORY
<BACK TO TOP>

Empathy is being able to understand another person’s perspective, getting ‘inside their head’, or ‘walking in their shoes’. It
is a really important aspect of being a good historian because one of the biggest things that was different in the past was
how people thought. Us living in the present often find this difficult to understand, because we’ve always thought the way
we do.
Being able to empathise with people from history is good to be able to do because we learn about how our modern ideas
came about, and it allows us to in a sense travel back in time, seeing it from their point of view.
Over the course of history, the way people think have changed. Here is a short list of things from the past that many people
don’t think nowadays:
•

Sexism

•

•

Racism

•

Respect for the monarch

•

Supernatural forces control the world

•

‘Children should be seen and not heard’

•

Superstition – e.g. black cats, palm reading, tea leaf

•

People should follow in the footsteps of their father

reading, your head shape says if you’re evil or not,

•

Some people are born better than others

walking under ladders

We should have more respect for people in the
‘upper classes’

So to have empathy for someone in history, you need to imagine what it would be like for them in their time. People
hundreds or thousands of years ago probably wouldn’t think the way we do now. This is sometimes hard to grasp because
all the historical movies we see (e.g. Troy, Gladiator, Braveheart, 12 Years a Slave, Lincoln) have amazing attention to detail
in their costumes and stuff, but they fill their heads with modern ideas that they never would have had. Of course, having
empathy is hard because we can never say for sure exactly how people would have reacted, but we can make better
estimates.
Read the examples and complete the exercises in your exercise book.

Example #1:
Situation: Two cavemen having a fight over a piece of meat
HOW A MODERN PERSON MIGHT THINK ABOUT THIS:
I really like the taste of meat, so I’m going to fight this other person to get it! He looks like he’s eaten enough so it is my
turn! It isn’t fair that he gets more than me!
HOW THE PERSON AT THE TIME WOULD HAVE THOUGHT ABOUT IT:
I’m a caveman, and there is hardly any food around. My people die of starvation all the time. If I don’t take this piece of
meat from this other person, me and my family might die of starvation. I really need this meat to survive. (caveman life was
hard; survival was the most important thing)

Example #2:
Situation: A Greek soldier returns home after losing a battle. His wife greets him upon his return.
How a modern person might think about this:
The wife greets him as he comes home with sympathy, “Oh poor husband, I am so sorry that you have lost your battle! Not
to worry, fighting is for violent men and you are such a great husband and father that that other stuff doesn’t matter. Come
in now and spend some quality time with your family and forget your worries.
How the person at the time would have thought about it:
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“Husband! You have brought shame on yourself and our family! With the loss of this battle, we may lose our farm to the
invaders. I am so unhappy with what has happened!” (many Greek city states were very militaristic, very few ancient
societies placed as much importance on the family and relationships as we do)

Exercise #1:
Situation: A Spartan boy is taken away from his family at age 7 to join military school.
Write how the person at the time would have felt about it:

Exercise #2:
Situation: A sailor on Captain Cook’s ship sees land in Australia for the first time.
Write how the person at the time would have felt about it:

Exercise #3:
Situation: An Athenian slave has earned enough money to buy his freedom.
Write how the person at the time would have felt about it:
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FINDING RELIABLE SOURCES
<BACK TO TOP>

Being able to find good sources is a really important skill in history, but also in most academic subjects. You’ll also find it
useful for any activity where you’re trying to find information or learn something new. There is so much stuff on the internet
that it can be tricky sometimes to work out what is the best to use for research.
Here are some things to think about when deciding if a source is good or not:
Authority. Who says? Know the author.
▪

Who created this information and why?

▪

Are they an expert in the area?

▪

Is he or she stating fact or opinion?

▪

Do they mention other viewpoints and theories?
(good if there is)

Objectivity. Is the information biased? Think about point
of view.
▪

Is the information objective or subjective?

▪

Is it full of fact or opinion?

▪

Does it reflect bias? How?

▪

How does the advertising affect the point of view of
the information?

▪

Are different points of view shown? (good if there
is)

Authenticity. Is the information authentic? Know the
source.
▪

Where does the information come from?

▪

From an established organization?

▪

Has the information been checked by others for
accuracy?

▪

Primary or secondary source?

▪

Bibliography provided?

Reliability. Is this information accurate? Think about
where it comes from.
▪

▪

What's the information resource for? to inform,
instruct, persuade, sell? Does this matter?

▪

What's their motive?

Timeliness. Is the information current?
▪

When was it made or updated? (whether this
matters depends on if it is a primary or secondary
source)

Relevance. Is the information helpful? Think about
whether you need this information.
▪

Does it have enough detail?

▪

Does it cover a wide enough range of information?

▪

Is the reading difficulty suitable?

▪

Is the information in a form that is useful such as
words, pictures, charts, sounds, or video?

▪

Do the facts contribute something new or add to
your knowledge of the subject?

▪

Will this information be useful to your project?

Efficiency. Is this information worth the effort? Think
about the organization and speed of information access.
▪

Is the information well-organized including a table
of contents, index, menu, and other easy-to-follow
tools for navigation?

▪

Is the information presented in a way that is easy to
use (i.e., fonts, graphics, headings)?

▪

Is the information quick to access?

Does the information square with what you already
know?

Ideally, you want to find a source that looks good when you ask the above questions of it. It should:
•

Be written by a respected or expert author

•

•

Be unbiased

•

Come from a respected organization

•

Be helpful to use as an amateur historian

•

Be checked by other experts

•

Be easy to access

•

Have its own bibliography

Be recent (or if it’s a primary source, be from as
close to the event be studied as possible)
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Read the examples, looking at the websites to see why they’re just ‘okay’ or are reliable, and complete the exercises in your
exercise book.

Example #1:
Find a source about Qin Shi Huang, the First Emperor of China
‘OKAY’ SOURCES:
•

•

Awesome stories: https://www.awesomestories.com/asset/view/YING-ZHENG-First-Emperor-of-China
o

Not much information about how the author is an expert

o

Not well referenced

o

From a website selling information

Enchanted Learning: http://www.thefamouspeople.com/profiles/qin-shi-huang-6241.php
o

No information about the author

o

No references

o

Not much information

o

Trying to sell me stuff

RELIABLE SOURCES:
•

•

Encyclopedia Britannica http://www.britannica.com/biography/Shihuangdi
o

Trusted source

o

Links to other information

o

Updated regularly

Wikipedia: https://www.wikiwand.com/en/Qin_Shi_Huang
o

Lots of links to other related information

o

Depth of information as well as a broad set of information

o

Backed up by other sources

Example #2:
Find a source about the plague from the European Middle Ages
‘OKAY’ SOURCES:
•

•

Healthline: http://www.healthline.com/health/plague
o

Not directly related to history

o

A lot of irrelevant information

The Middle Ages: http://www.themiddleages.net/plague.html
o

Amateur looking website

o

No references

o

No headings to help me understand it

RELIABLE SOURCES:
•

•

Journal of Military and Veteran’s Health http://jmvh.org/article/the-history-of-plague-part-1-the-three-great-pandemics/
o

Expert author

o

Includes primary sources

o

Puts subject in context of other plagues – so it is linked to other useful information

History today: http://www.historytoday.com/ole-j-benedictow/black-death-greatest-catastrophe-ever
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o

Author is a professor of history

o

Includes references to history books

o

A lot of depth in the article

Exercise #1:
Find one ‘okay’ and one reliable source on the topic of Aristotle, the Greek philosopher. (include 3-4 reasons why it is
not so reliable or is reliable, like above)

Exercise #2:
Find one ‘okay’ and one reliable source on the topic of Christopher Columbus, the explorer. (include 3-4 reasons why it is
not so reliable or is reliable, like above)

Exercise #3:
Find one ‘okay’ and one reliable source on the topic of Gallipoli. (include 3-4 reasons why it is not so reliable or is
reliable, like above)
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FINDS AUTHORITATIVE SOURCE
<BACK TO TOP>

You’re able to find reliable sources, which is great. The next challenge is being able to find the best sources on the internet
for the topic you’re looking at. The best research sources online for history topics will come from these types of websites:
•

Museums

•

University websites

•

Government websites

•

Academic websites and journal articles

•

Newspapers (especially about recent history and

•

Wikipedia – check the references section at the end

new findings)

of any entry for good sources

Ask yourself this question: would a historian use this website for research?
You should also find high quality links on these sites to other authoritative sites. Remember: by authoritative, we mean “the
best, or one of the best, sources of information on this topic on the whole internet”.
The difficulty with some of these authoritative sources can be that the language that they use is often a bit too complicated
for school age.
An authoritative source will, most importantly, be from a highly respected source and written from an author who is an
acknowledged expert.
You may have to click through quite a few pages of google results to find an authoritative source.
Read the examples and complete the exercises, giving 3-4 reasons why the source you found is authoritative, in your
exercise book.

Example #1:
TOPIC: AUSTRALIAN FEDERATION
Authoritative source: http://www.peo.gov.au/learning/closer-look/federation-cl.html
•

Author: Parliamentary Education Office (a government agency)

•

Copyright by “Commonwealth of Australia”

•

Links to a 15-page educational PDF document

•

Links to lots of original primary sources and where they’re found in museums

Example #2:
TOPIC: SPARTAN SOLDIERS
Authoritative source: http://www.ancient.eu/sparta/
•

Author: Mark Cartwright – there is a link to information about him, he is a professional historian

•

A bibliography of seven important history books

•

Links to primary sources

•

Written recently (2013)
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Exercise #1:
TOPIC: QUEEN ELIZABETH THE FIRST
Authoritative source:
•
•
•
•

Exercise #2:
TOPIC: FEUDAL SYSTEM IN JAPAN
Authoritative source:
•
•
•
•

Exercise #3:
TOPIC: CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS
Authoritative source:
•
•
•
•
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COMPARES THE RELIABILITY OF MULTIPLE SOURCES
<BACK TO TOP>

You are able to talk about the usefulness of a source, which is very important. Now, you should be looking to apply this skill
to multiple sources at the same time, and be able to say which is more useful, and why. The kinds of thing that you will talk
about will be the same as when you discussed the usefulness of one source:
•

•

Authority
o

Who is the author?

o

Are they an expert?

Objectivity
o

Is the information biased?

o

Does the source acknowledge different points

•

o
•

Is there a good bibliography in the source?

o

Are there mention of other primary and
secondary sources?

o

Where does the information come from – i.e.

Timely
o

•

Authentic
o

Does the information square with what you
already know?

of view?
•

Reliable

Is the information recent or updated?

Relevance
o

Is there enough detail?

o

Does it cover a wide enough range of
information?

o
•

Is the reading difficult suitable?

Efficiency
o

Is it quick and easy to access?

is it a respected organisation?

However, these things are NOT all equal. Some things are more important than others. Probably the most important thing is
whether or not the source tells you where it gets its information from.
Don’t get caught up in putting too much emphasis on things that aren’t that important. The date something was last
updated isn’t as important as whether it cites its sources, or the expertise of the author.
A good way to separate two sources is to find one of these things above that they’re quite different in. Perhaps one author
is much more of an expert than the other, perhaps one is much more recent that the other. Find a few things that are really
different about the two sources, and discuss that.
Read the examples and complete the exercises in your exercise book. Include 3-4 reasons why one source is better than the
other.

Example #1:
TOPIC: THE FIRST CHINESE EMPEROR – QIN SHI HUANG
Source 1: http://www.britannica.com/biography/Shihuangdi
Source 2: https://www.travelchinaguide.com/attraction/shaanxi/xian/terra_cotta_army/qin_shihuang_1.htm
Why source 1 is more useful:
•

More respected institution – encyclopedia is better than a travel guide concerning history

•

Source 2 doesn’t state the author, source 1 says it was written by a historian

•

Source 1 isn’t trying to sell me something, source 2 is a travel website so it is trying to sell travel to China

Example #2:
TOPIC: OTZI THE ICEMAN
Source 1: http://www.iceman.it/en/oetzi-the-iceman
Source 2: http://www.crystalinks.com/otzi.html
Why source 1 is more useful:
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•

More respected institution – it is from the South Tyrol Museum of Archaeology
o

They have the body at their museum, so they must be the most reliable source of information on him

•

Source 2 layout is very unprofessional, suggesting it was made by an amateur

•

“Crystalinks” is a metaphysics website – written by a woman ‘Ellie Crystal’ who says she is a psychic – this is not a good
source for history research!

Exercise #1:
TOPIC: THE PARTHENON IN ATHENS
Source 1: http://ancient-greece.org/architecture/parthenon.html
Source 2: http://www.athensguide.org/athens-acropolis.html
Why one source is more useful than the other:
•
•
•

Exercise #2:
TOPIC: ALEXANDER THE GREAT
Source 1: http://www.biography.com/people/alexander-the-great-9180468
Source 2: http://www.historytoday.com/james-romm/who-killed-alexander-great
Why one source is more useful than the other:
•
•
•

Exercise #3:
TOPIC: THE BLACK PLAGUE IN EUROPE IN THE MIDDLE AGES
Source 1: http://www.historyextra.com/article/international-history/10-things-you-probably-didnt-know-about-black-death
Source 2: http://science.nationalgeographic.com/science/health-and-human-body/human-diseases/plague-article/
Why one source is more useful than the other:
•
•
•
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CREATING A HARVARD-STYLE BIBLIOGRAPHY
<BACK TO TOP>

You have started to record some information in your bibliography. You now need to start including all the important
information, using a system. There are a few different systems around, but at Aitken College we use the bibliography system
called “Harvard” (named after the famous university in the USA).
Harvard style bibliographies are like this:

For a book: Author surname, Author first initial. Year. Title. Location published: Publisher.
Example: Darlington, R. 2012. History Alive 8. Milton, QLD: John Wiley and Sons.
For a website: Author, Year, Title of website, “accessed [date]”, URL
Example: Aitken College, 2016. Aitken College, accessed 15 April 2016, www.aitkencollege.edu.au

•

For websites, check the top and the bottom of the home page of the website for this information

•

If there is no date, write “n.d.” instead of the year

•

Sometimes the author is an institution, not a person (like Aitken College in the example above)

•

If you can’t find the author, try finding a more reliable source, or leave it out: Title, Year, “accessed…”, URL.

You might need to do a google search on the book title and author to get all the information on it.
Read the examples and complete the exercises in your exercise book.

Example #1:
Source: http://www.iceman.it/en/node/233
Harvard-style reference:
South Tyrol Museum of Archaeology, 2013, Otzi the Iceman – The Discovery, accessed May 9 2016,
http://www.iceman.it/en/node/233

Example #2:
Source: http://www.britishmuseum.org/explore/themes/leaders_and_rulers/qin_shihuangdi.aspx
Harvard-style reference:
British Museum, n.d., Qin Shihuangdi – the rise to power, accessed May 9 2016,
http://www.britishmuseum.org/explore/themes/leaders_and_rulers/qin_shihuangdi.aspx

Exercise #1:
Source: http://www.ducksters.com/history/middle_ages_timeline.php
Harvard-style reference:

Exercise #2:
Source: https://www.amazon.co.uk/Six-Wives-Henry-VIII/dp/0099523620
Harvard-style reference:
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Exercise #3:
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X0zudTQelzI
Harvard-style reference:
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INCLUDES THE MOST IMPORTANT IDEAS
<BACK TO TOP>

You now know how to take notes of facts that you find in a research source. Even better is being able to take notes on just
the most important facts.
1. Read the text, don’t try and make notes the first time, just try and understand the main points
2. Re-read the text. Ask yourself: what are the main points? What is the main idea in each paragraph?
a. Highlight these
3. Highlight any supporting ideas in the text
4. Now you need to start writing. Write down the heading and then use dot points for each of your notes. Look for
keywords, dates, ideas, facts and evidence.
a. Remember, the aim is to summarise and reduce the number of words used, not just to copy out exactly. Look for
ways of shortening the text. Instead of listing lots of examples, use just one or two. Include definitions of words
that are important to the topic.

Read the examples and complete the exercises in your exercise book.

Example #1:
In this example, I have the original text, I have highlighted all the main points in blue, and supporting material in green.
Then, below, I’ve written these up as notes

Samurai warriors were trained to use a variety of weapons, including daggers, iron fans and lengths of chain with
weights on each end. These were weapons many warriors could use. However, only samurai were allowed to wear
both a short sword and a long sword. They were valuable weapons that took many months to make and were emblems of a
samurai's high social status. A sword was believed to have its own spirit and was called ‘the soul of the samurai’.
The blade of a samurai sword was razor sharp and often beautifully patterned. Through repeated heating, pounding and
folding, master sword-makers created exceptionally hard steel that could be ground to a fine edge. It was said that
some swords could cut a man in half with a single stroke.
Wealthy samurai could afford ornate decorations for their swords. Some had magnificent gold and silver decorated sword guards
or superbly crafted scabbards. These ornaments showed the importance of a sword and the respect with which it was

regarded.
At various times in Japanese history, military authorities carried out sword hunts. Their purpose was to confiscate swords
from farmers and warrior monks. A sword hunt helped to reduce the amount of violence in society. It also maintained the
high status of the samurai as the only people entitled to carry a sword.

Notes:
•

•

A short and long sword were the weapons of a samurai
–

valuable and took a long time to make

–

showed a samurai's high social status

Blades were extremely sharp
–

•

Rich samurai decorated their sword
–

•

very strong and effective weapon
expensive sword guards and scabbards (sword covers)

Military hunted hidden swords and confiscated them
–

make society more peaceful
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–

maintain samurai social status

Example #2:
In this example, I have the original text, I have highlighted all the main points in blue, and supporting material in green.
Then, below, I’ve written these up as notes
Rahui is a form of tapu that the Maori used to limit resource use. For example, rahui could be imposed over an area
to prevent the gathering of food while the land recovered. It helped to conserve limited food supplies and
other natural resources. All Maori tribes accepted the principles of rahui.

Unfortunately, rahui came too late for the moa. Although the young birds were an important food source of the Haast's
eagle, the adult moa lacked any natural predators prior to human settlement. The moa became
an abundant and important food source, with both the meat of the bird as well as its large eggs providing a lifeline for
the Maori. The bones of the bird were used to make ornaments and fishhooks, and even the shells of the
giant eggs were used to carry water. The meat of the moa could be preserved and became a valuable trading good.
Archaeologists believe the moa was hunted to extinction by the fifteenth century. As a result, the Haast's eagle also
disappeared into history. As you will see later in this chapter, this had a huge impact on the Maori people.
Notes:
•

•

•

Rahui
–

Form of tapu (sacred law)

–

Used to conserve natural resources

–

Accepted by all Maori tribes

Moa
–

Large flightless bird native to NZ

–

No predators for adult moa

–

Haast's eagle preyed on the young

–

Moa had many uses (food, ornaments, trade)

Extinction
–

Gone by the fifteenth century

–

Haast's eagle extinct also because prey disappeared

–

Principles of rahui were too late to save the moa.

Exercise #1:
Original text: (highlight in blue and green first)
Most modern European nations did not exist before the Middle Ages. France and Germany, Poland and Hungary, Sweden
and Denmark, Russia and Spain: all of these nations have their origins in the Middle Ages. Many of their languages too
developed in this period. The English language first emerged after the Angles and Saxons invaded Britain in the fifth century
CE, but it was only after the French-speaking Normans invaded England in 1066 that the English language, with many words
of French origin added to it, began to take the form with which we are now familiar.
Many of the modern nations of Europe emerged at more or less the time they adopted the Christian faith. What is now
Russia, Ukraine and Belarus, but was then a single state called Kiev Rus, adopted Orthodox Christianity in 988 CE. The centre
of Orthodox Christianity was the Byzantine capital, Constantinople. The Byzantine emperor was the head of the Orthodox
Church. We have already seen that the centre of the Roman Catholic Church, which dominated western Europe, was Rome,
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and its head was the Pope. Most western and northern European countries adopted the Roman Catholic faith around the
same period — at the end of the early Middle Ages. Christianity came to Denmark in 965, to Poland in 966, to Hungary in
1000 and to Sweden in 1164 (although one Swedish monarch had been baptised as early as 1000). Christianity was adopted
in England somewhat earlier. It first reached English shores in 597, and had spread across the whole country within a
century.
Your notes:

Exercise #2:
Original text: (highlight in blue and green first)
From beautiful ceramics to the gentle practice of bonsai and various martial arts, Japan has made some very
important contributions to the world.
The ancient skills of the samurai have become popular systems of martial arts. A good example is jujutsu. Its throw ing
and blocking techniques were developed into the modern sport of judo. Karate, which means ‘empty hand’, and
aikido are two other famous styles of martial arts that focus on unarmed combat. In kendo, or ‘the way of the sword’,
armoured competitors battle one another with bamboo practice swords. All these sports emphasise honour, respect
and self-discipline as well as combat strategies. Their skills must not be used recklessly. Schools that teach Japanese
martial arts now exist throughout the world. There are many international competitions and judo has been an
Olympic sport since 1964.
The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) has named a number of places in
Japan as world heritage sites. They include temples, shrines, castles and monuments in cities such as Nara and Kyoto.
The sites illustrate the beliefs and achievements of the Japanese people over many centuries and are significant to
the history of the world.
Your notes:
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EVALUATING FACTS
<BACK TO TOP>

Evaluation is a “higher order thinking skill”. It is a skill that requires you to use a bit of brainpower. Evaluation can be:
•

assessing whether a theory / belief is true or not
o

•

comparing different ideas
o

•

for example: some people think war is unavoidable in human history. Is this true?
for example: which is a better life for humans, being a nomad or being a settled farmer?

figuring out what the result of something might be
o

for example: China and the USA are both building up lots of weapons in the South China Sea, what might
happen?

•

judging between different things
o

for example: some people think Alexander the Great was the most important conqueror, but other people think
it was Genghis Khan. Who is right?

•

recommending one thing over another
o

for example: I want to learn about the origins of our political system, am I best to study ancient Greece or
medieval England?

•

rating things against some scale
o

for example: rate these things on a scale of 1 (least significant) to 10 (most significant) – WWI, WWII, Vietnam
War, Gulf War.

When evaluating, you first need to be sure of which of these things above you are trying to do. Once you know this, try and
break down the evaluation into parts, evaluate the parts, and then put it back together to see what you’ve got.
Read the examples and complete the exercises in your exercise book.

Example #1:
Thing to be evaluated:
In World War One (WWI), lots of people were killed, economies were damaged, and people were less hopeful of the
future. What impact did WWI have on Australia?
Breaking down the evaluation:
We have information on three things: deaths of lots of people, economic damage , and people being less hopeful for
the future. We can evaluate each of them separately to produce our overall evaluation.
Evaluation:
•

The huge death toll of WWI had a major impact on Australia. Over 400,000 men enlisted, of a population of only 5 million.
Of them, 60,000 were killed and 156,000 were wounded or taken prisoner. (bringing in outside information to help my
analysis) This many casualties would have had a major impact, as there would have been less people to work when they
returned to Australia.

•

The economic effect of WWI on Australia was mixed. At the start of the war, the economy got a boost as lots of war
materials were produced in Australia. As the war dragged on, however, Australia spent more and more money on the war
itself, much more than it earned selling war material. Also, the economic cost of all the dead soldiers had a negative
impact as well.

•

Australians were definitely less hopeful after WWI. Australia entered WWI happily, because we were part of the British
Empire. After the war, Australians did not trust Britain, and quickly gained full military independence. After the war, many
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Australians feared another war, which turned out to be true when another major war broke out in 1939. This time,
Australia only went to war much more reluctantly, and soon swapped her major ally from England to the USA.

Example #2:
Thing to be evaluated:
There is a debate in historical circles about which is more beneficial for human wellbeing, a nomadic lifestyle or one
of settled agriculture.
Breaking down the evaluation:
This evaluation is asking us to decide which is better – being a nomad or being a farmer. We need to look at the pros
and cons of each to make our decision.
Evaluation:
•

There were many benefits to being a nomad – it is said that they only needed to work about 3-4 hours a day to gather
enough food to survive. Nomadic lives were also more free, and people wouldn’t get bored living in the same place all the
time.

•

Some negative things about being a nomad include the fact that your group might starve if they aren’t able to find
enough food, and you would never be able to make a nice home for yourself, because you’re always moving. Also,
nomads need really large amounts of land to survive.

•

Settled farmers benefited from being able to produce a surplus of food. This meant that some people didn’t have to
spend all their time just getting enough food to survive, and so there were specialists in crafts like pottery making,
clothing makers, and spiritual people. Also, having this surplus of food could help a group if there was a famine – they
could eat food they grew earlier and stored.

•

Farming also had its disadvantages – there was more sexism as pure brute strength was valued more (which men have
more of). Also, disease was able to spread more easily because people lived close together, and also often lived with
animals.

•

Overall, I would say farming is probably more appropriate for modern life, because the population of the world is so large
now that there wouldn’t be enough land for nomads. Also, humans benefit greatly from being able to have different jobs
– imagine if we all still had to just hunt and gather all day?

When you are completing the following two exercises, try and break down the evaluation first before you complete writing
about it.

Exercise #1:
Thing to be evaluated:
Ancient Greek city states had many problems they faced: attacks from Persia and barbarians, fear of other city -states,
low levels of technology, and many bad harvests, to name a few. In ancient Greece, which path is the better one to
take: Sparta, which thought military power was the most important thing, or Athens, which thought free trade,
democracy and philosophy were really important.
Breaking down the evaluation:

Evaluation:
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Exercise #2:
Thing to be evaluated:
Modern humans think that they’re so much better off than cavemen. But are they really? Lots of evidence suggests
that human happiness levels haven’t changed that much over time. Factors such as safety, health, family, friends,
work, food, lifestyle are all important in deciding this question.
Breaking down the evaluation:

Evaluation:
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WRITING EASY TO READ SENTENCES
<BACK TO TOP>

Writing easy to read sentences is a complicated skill! In this activity, we’ll list some common reasons why a sentence isn’t
easy to read. We’ll then try and fix a few sentences and make them easier to read.
Common reasons sentences aren’t easy to read:
•

They’re too long
o

Sentences should not be longer than about 25 words. Actually, the shorter the sentence, the easier it is to read.
The point of writing is to communicate an idea, so the easier you make it, the better!

•

Confusion of words / incorrect use of common words
o

These words are often confused, and it makes it hard to read: there/their/they’re, your/you’re, could of/could
have, to/too/two, then/than

•

Not writing formally enough
o

When you’re writing for school, or for university, or for work, you need to write formally, not the way that you
might write in a text or email to your friends

o

Don’t use “I” (unless told to), &, /, etc. e.g., i.e., wanna, stuff, heaps, reckon. You should limit your use of
contractions as well (write “do not” instead of “don’t”)

•

Missing out a subject / verb / object
o

Every grammatically correct sentence in English must have a subject (the person doing the verb), a verb (the
thing being done), and an object (the thing the verb is being done to).

o
•

Examples: John walked down the road. Cavemen often hunt for food. Spartan soldiers used swords and shields.

Bad spelling
o

Unfortunately, by this time of your schooling, we don’t generally teach spelling any more. If you know that you’re
not a great speller, or your teacher has told you, you will need to get better at this in your own time. One of the
best ways to get better at spelling is to read widely – not just fiction books but magazines, the newspaper, and
websites. Remember though: writing on social media (e.g. what your friends write on Facebook), is probably
going to have lots of spelling mistakes in it.

Each of the examples looks at one of the problems 1-4 above. Then there are exercises with sentences that have all four
problems in them. Read the examples and complete the exercises in your exercise book.

Example #1:
Original text (sentences too long): (only two sentences)
In the first civilisations people had a very hard life they had to look for food and eat whatever they got which can’t
have been easy and meant that people didn’t live for as long. The first humans lived a lifestyle called hunter-gatherer
which means that some of them would hunt for food and other people would just go and gather whatever food they
could find but most of the time it was the gatherers who actually brought back more food but the hunters thought
they were so great because their job seems a bit more dangerous.
Corrected text: (made into seven sentences, look how much easier it is to read)
In the first civilisations people had a very hard life. They had to look for food and eat whatever they got. This can’t
have been easy, and meant that people didn’t live for as long. The first humans lived a lifestyle called huntergatherer. This means that some of them would hunt for food and other people would just go and gather whatever
food they could find. Most of the time it was the gatherers who actually brought back more food. However, the
hunters thought they were so great because their job seems a bit more dangerous.
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Example #2:
Original text (confusion of words or incorrect use of words):
The ancient Greeks knew who there enemies were. They were the people wh o lived in the city-states around them.
Some where here, some were their, they were everywhere. If you’re cousin was from a different city -state and war
broke out, you could of had too fight him. Than you’re family would be split in to!
Corrected text: (corrections in red)
The ancient Greeks knew who their enemies were. They were the people who lived in the city-states around them.
Some were here, some were there, they were everywhere. If your cousin was from a different city-state and war
broke out, you could have had to fight him. Then your family would be split in two!

Example #3:
Original text (not writing formally enough):
I reckon heaps of old societies / cultures had problems, e.g. starvation/war/disease etc. You would wanna protect
yourself & your fam and stuff a lot, especially against other humans, i.e. they’d wanna attack you n steal your food.
Life seemed way too hard/deadly back then.
Corrected text: (corrections in red)
A lot of ancient societies and cultures had problems, such as starvation, war and disease, for example. People would
want to protect themselves and their families and friends a great deal, especially against other humans, they might
want to attack you and steal your food, for instance. Life seemed far too hard and deadly in the past.

Example #4:
Original text (missing out a subject / verb / object):
No longer having to long distances in search of food, could build solid dwellings and accumulate belongings such as
furniture, containers and ornaments. With permanent shelter and more reliable, more children survived and
populations. Food surpluses enabled some people to do different jobs. Created pottery and invented looms for
weaving cloth to make clothing. Learned to work metals — first bronze and later iron. Also increased trade. A town
might more grain than it needed and another city's salt, cloth, pr ecious stones or cooking oil.
Corrected text: (corrections in red)
No longer having to travel long distances in search of food, people could build solid dwellings and accumulate belongings
such as furniture, containers and ornaments. With permanent shelter and more reliable food supplies, more children
survived and populations grew. Food surpluses enabled some people to do different jobs. People created pottery and
invented looms for weaving cloth to make clothing. Others learned to work metals — first bronze and later iron. Surpluses
also increased trade. A town might produce more grain than it needed and exchange it for another city's salt, cloth, precious
stones or cooking oil.

Exercise #1:
Original text:
Disagree on definitions of civilisation. I think it prolly means having an organised community with e.g. farming, towns/
culture that encourages advances in technology, the way of life based on farming that 1st appeared in the Middle
East is often called the beginning of civilisation. The 1st large centre of civilisation where Sumer in modern Iraq.
Because 2 rivers, the Tigris & Euphrates, flow through Iraq north -> south, the ancient Greeks called the area
Mesopotamia, i.e. ‘between to rivers’ the rivers regularly the plains, leaving behind layers off fertile mud, and this
was ideal 4 growing crops.
Corrected text: (Write this in your exercise book)
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Exercise #2:
Original text:
Greek society were also governed heaps like mine is today. Most early cities are called city-states, e.g. had they’re
own govt. the head of the govt/polis was located in the centre of the city, witch usually surrounded the acropolis,
which was a high area that held a temple and religious shrines & stuff like that.
Corrected text: (Write this in your exercise book)

Exercise #3:
Original text:
The chinese family was ruled by the father of. His wife and kids where required 2 obey him in all things women pretty much
took care of the home and raised the kids. Marriage were decided by the parents and the preferences of the children
getting married often had hardly any impact on the parent's choice. A huuuge bit of chinese family life were the respect of
their elders. Children of all ages, like 1-10, even grown ups, were required to respect they’re oldies this respect continued
even after people where. The Chinese would heaps often would pray to there ancestors and offer sacrifices 2 them. Respect
of the elders was also part of the religion Confucianism.
Corrected text: (Write this in your exercise book)
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APPLYING EVIDENCE IN A NEW SITUATION
<BACK TO TOP>

So you now know how to talk about historical facts in detail, which is great. The next step in your learning journey is being
able to make a claim, and then back up that claim with evidence from history. A big part of this skill is in being able to write
topic sentences, explanations and giving examples (T.E.E.).
So, imagine I want to make the point that it is amazing that Aborigines made it all the way from Africa to Australia 40,000
years ago.
I would start out with a topic sentence, which is the claim that I am going to try and provide using evidence:
TOPIC SENTENCE: Indigenous Australians made the extraordinary journey from Africa all the way to the Australian continent
some 40,000 years ago, even while Asia, which is closer, was not inhabited by humans until 30,000 BCE.
So here is the point I want to make. I added in the bit about Asia not being lived in by humans until 30,000 BCE to make the
fact that Aborigines made it to Australia even earlier, a bit more amazing. You would think that people would have just
slowly spread out from Africa, but they didn’t.
So now I have to provide some evidence to back up this claim. I would get this from what I’d learnt in class, from my
textbook, or from some research online or in a history book.
EVIDENCE: The earliest human remains found in Australia date to 42,000 BCE, the remains known as “Mungo Man”. The
earliest human remains of this type aren’t found in Asia until 30,000 BCE, and in Europe until 20,000 BCE.
Here is my evidence. Without this information, my topic sentence in red above is just my opinion, I haven’t backed it up or
justified it. Finally, I will add another sentence, an explanation sentence, showing how my evidence suggests the claim I
made in my topic sentence is correct.
EXPLANATION: The dating of these remains show that Australia was populated before both Asia and Europe, which are in
fact closer to the original starting point, Africa. This shows what an impressive feat this early migration was.
And now my paragraph is complete! I’ve got a topic sentence, which is the claim I’m trying to show is true or probably true.
I’ve got some evidence that suggests it is true. Then I’ve got an explanation showing how the evidence shows the original
claim is true. This is much better history writing than just listing heaps of facts.
Read the examples below in depth and make sure you understand how they’re written. Then complete the exercises in your
exercise book. The exercises have the topic sentence already, you have to supply the evidence and explanation.

Example #1:
TOPIC SENTENCE: Cavemen had very difficult lives, that was very different from our own.
EVIDENCE: They only lived on average up to about aged 30, whereas today we live until about 80.
EXPLANATION: Modern humans live 50 more years than cavemen did, which suggests we have better lives.

Example #2:
TOPIC SENTENCE: Many historians believe that Athens is a better role model for future societies than Sparta was.
EVIDENCE: Athens was known for its architecture, democracy, art and philosophy, whereas Sparta was known for its cruelty
and constant preparation for war.
EXPLANATION: Future societies are much better off practicing things like the Athenians did, such as art a philosophy, than
copying the more warlike Spartans.
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Exercise #1:
TOPIC SENTENCE: Ancient Greece gave a lot of things to the modern world.
EVIDENCE:
EXPLANATION:

Exercise #2:
TOPIC SENTENCE: Alexander the Great was a military genius.
EVIDENCE:
EXPLANATION:

Exercise #3:
TOPIC SENTENCE: Throughout history, women have been treated unfairly.
EVIDENCE:
EXPLANATION:
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EXPLAINS EVIDENCE
<BACK TO TOP>

You have been able to list the evidence that is in a source, which is fantastic. Now that you can find evidence in a source and
list it, the next stage in your development is to be able to explain this evidence. A simple way to think about what an
explanation of evidence is, is to imagine it is just describing it in a bit more detail.
How do you describe something in more detail? In general, writing more will be more likely to be a description rather than
just listing. You could pick up on smaller details that you don’t when you just list things. Or you could talk about more things
than in just a list. You could explain the same things but say more about each of them.
Remember, for the skill of explaining evidence, we are talking about the evidence from the source that a historian would use
to answer a historical question or to tell a historical story. We aren’t just describing the source itself – that is a separate skill.
Read the examples and complete the exercises in your exercise book.

Example #1:

Listing evidence: This paining shows lots of aristocrats lining up in front of someone. It tells a historian that nobles
had fancy clothes and were wealthy. It also has evidence that women had lots of hobbies.
Explaining evidence: This painting provides a lot of evidence for the historian. Firstly, with the colourful, decorative
clothing, it tells us that noble women were wealthy, wore extravagant clothing, and did not do any hard labour, as
they wouldn’t have been able to in those clothes. Secondly, each woman is holding a different object, which suggests
to the historian that noble women took part in many different activities. The lettering above each woman may have
been a description of what that activity was. This tells us that noble women had a lot of leisure time, and used that
time for creative and intellectual pursuits. It also suggests to the historian that most noble women could read and
were educated in a number of things such as craft.
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Example #2:

Listing evidence: This coin shows Alexander the Great. It shows that he looks young and that he sat on a crown.
Explaining evidence: This coin is a coin from the time of Alexander the Great. On one side, we can see a youthful
picture of Alexander himself. This tells the historian a number of things. We know that Alexander was young (or
wanted to appear young) during the time he was powerful. We also know that he was a relatively handsome leader.
This image also suggests that Alexander wanted to project his own image as a power ful ruler, as he wanted his own
face on the coins being made. On the back of the coin we can see Alexander sitting on a throne. This tells the
historian even more information. It shows that Alexander was a powerful ruler, as he is in a high chair and has w hat
looks like a crown on his head. He is also shown as thin but muscular, which tells the historian that Alexander was in
good physical shape and was strong.

Exercise #1:

Listing evidence: The painting tells us that rich people liked to sit around in the garden. They have nice things but are
lazy.
Explaining evidence:
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Exercise #2:

Listing evidence: This ancient Chinese artwork tells us that Chinese men had uniforms. The mountains in the
background also make me think that the Chinese thought mountains were impressive and imposing.
Explaining evidence:
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ANALYSES PURPOSE
<BACK TO TOP>

You have shown that you are able to describe the purpose of a source. The next step in your development is being able to
analyse the purpose of a source. Analysing can mean a couple of different things.
1. To analyse something can mean to split it into the different parts that make it up and see how they are related to each
other
2. To analyse something can just mean to look at it really closely to try and find out causes, key factors and possible results,
etc.

So if you do either of these two things, that would be considered ‘analysing the purpose’.
Let’s look at the different kinds of things that could be considered purposes of a source, what a source is for. The purpose of
a source refers to what the source was originally made for. Don’t get confused and think about what we might use it for, as
historians. To figure out the purpose of a source, you need to try as much as possible to get into the head of the person who
was making it, at the time they were making it. Now of course, in a lot of situations you won’t be able to know for sure the
purpose, but make your best estimate…
Possible purposes of a source:
•

practical purpose - e.g. if it is a hammer or a weapon or something

•

artistic enjoyment – perhaps it is a painting or ornament. You then need to try and figure out why someone would want
to show that painting or have that ornament? What kind of person would want it shown and why?
o

•

e.g. to show off how rich they are, to impress people, to inspire other people, to scare people

education – e.g. in the Middle Ages, most people couldn’t read or write, so you show them Bible stories not with books
but with paintings and stained-glass windows

It is really important that whatever you say the purpose of the source is, you back it up based on the actual source – don’t
start coming up with wild theories – always base what you say about the source on the source itself.
Read the examples and complete the exercises in your exercise book. In the examples, the red text shows what the
suggested purpose is. The green text shows the analysis.
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Example #1:

Analysis of purpose:
Given the title of this painting, and the fact that it is in ‘city hall’ (an American word that means town hall), a likely purpose
of this source is to demonstrate that government can be a good thing, because it can produce well-functioning town, like
the one in the picture. There are a number of features of the source that suggest it is a well-run city, which would give us
evidence to back up the idea that the painting is supposed to show governments can do good things. Firstly, the name of the
painting is quite obviously trying to suggest government can be good, “The Effects of Good Government”. Secondly, the
town in the painting is quite clean, and all the buildings are nicely built and aren’t showing signs that they’re very dirty or
falling down. Thirdly, we can see a lot of people in the town who all look like they are taking part in various activities that
help a town do well, such as trading, interacting with other people and doing cleaning duties. These three reasons combine
to suggest that the painting shows an example of a well-run town. Therefore, it is likely that the purpose of the painting is to
show how governments can do good things, in this case organising a town in a good manner.

Example #2:

Analysis of purpose:
This famous ancient statue of Alexander the Great is a very lifelike image of a man. It is possible that this statue was made to
show how physically handsome and superior Alexander was. This purpose would also suggest that the statue was trying to
show that, given how physically handsome Alexander was, his achievements (such as spreading Greek culture) were also a
good thing. The face in the statue is very symmetrical, which suggests physical beauty. The head is also very youthful, which
is often considered a good thing. There are no blemishes or scars on Alexander’s face, even though he was a warrior king
most of his adult life. This could suggest that, even though he fought many battles, he won them so easily that he was hardly
ever injured. These factors: beauty, youth, lack of injuries despite constant battling, add weight to the idea that this statue
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was made to make the person looking at it think that Alexander was a great man, and therefore the things he did were also
great.

Exercise #1:

Analysis of purpose:

Exercise #2:

The Terracotta Army (Chinese: 兵马俑; literally: "Soldier-and-horse funerary statues") is a collection of terracotta sculptures
depicting the armies of Qin Shi Huang, the first Emperor of China. It is a form of funerary art buried with the emperor in 210–
209 BCE
Analysis of purpose:
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LISTS DETAILED FEATURES
<BACK TO TOP>

You’ve been able to list general features of a source, which is great. The next step is to be able to list detailed or specific
features of a source. The difference between general and detailed features can be summarised in this table:
General features
What is in the source overall
The most important things in the source
Using ‘vague’ words like big, small, very, good…

Detailed or specific features
What is in the source overall as well as minor details
Everything in the source, whether or not you think it is
‘important’
Using ‘specific’ words like three times bigger than, small in
comparison to…, extremely, beneficial, useful for…

Listing detailed features will usually involve more writing than just listing general features. So if you write more, you are
more likely to write about detailed features, not just overall features. Listing general features might sometimes look like a
summarised version. Listing detailed features would be the full version, describing as much as you can in the time allowed.
Read the examples and complete the exercises in your exercise book.

Example #1:

Listing general features of the source:
The source is a black vase with pictures of naked people on it. Some of them have robes on. The vase has two
handles.
Listing detailed features of the source
The source is a wide-shallow based vase or bowl. The bottom of the object is about one half as wide as the top, with a
small shaft between the two. There are two handles about the same width as the base of the vase h alf way up the
main part of it. The colouring is a shiny lacquer, with the images in a faded whitish orange on top. There are human
figures all around the vase, all doing various different activities. Some are clothed in robes and some are naked. Of
the various things taking place, we can see two people engaged in a struggle, two people on the ground wrestling,
and one person beating another one with a large straight stick.
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Example #2:

Listing general features of the source:
This source has lots of men in long white robes. They are all carrying different things like books and a shield. Some
have different coloured robes. There is a barrier around the source and some writing.
Listing detailed features of the source
This source has eleven men in it. Seven of them have robes on. Four of them are dressed in armour. The figure in the
middle is dressed in black robes. This figure also has a circle around his head, which in traditional Christian style
shows that he is an angel (the circle is a halo). The armed men are on the left of the painting, and each has a large
spear. One of the armed men is also holding a large circular shield that has a circular centre with straight lines
running from the centre to the outside of the shield. There is what looks like ancie nt Latin writing on the top right
hand side of the source. The robed figures are carrying different items, such as a gold plate, a book, and what looks
like a lamp. There is a border around the outside of the source that has many different patterns .

Exercise #1:

Listing general features of the source:
This source has four women in it, all in different bits of the source. They all have really fancy clothing and strange hats
on. They are all holding different things.
Listing detailed features of the source
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Exercise #2:

Listing general features of the source:
This source is long and wide. It has a lot of different people in it. They are all doing different things. They all have
black hair.
Listing detailed features of the source
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ANALYSES REASONS FOR WHY A SOURCE IS OR ISN’T USEFUL
<BACK TO TOP>

So you’re able to discuss reasons why a source might be useful, this is a great step in your skill development. The next stage
up for this one is being about to come up with reasons why and why not a source might be useful to a historian. In almost
every situation, a source will be somewhat or ‘kind of’ useful to the historian. There will be reasons why it is useful and
reasons why it isn’t so useful. A better analysis discusses both reasons for and against it being useful, not just one or the
other.
To be able to do this, you don’t really need to do much more than you already can, you just need to look at both sides, not
just one side. So if you have thought of why a source was useful to a historian, start thinking of reasons why it might not be
as well. If you had thought of why a source was not useful to a historian, start thinking of why it might be as well. Look at
both sides.
Here is a reminder of the kinds of things you should think and write about when talking about whether a source is useful to
a historian:
1) Is the evidence in the source backed up by other evidence?
•

The more evidence there is for it, the more likely it is to be true

2) Is it from a believable source?
•

‘Official’ sources are usually more likely to be believable (e.g. government, published book)

•

More recent sources are more likely to be believable

3) Is the person who created the source an expert?
•

Experts are more likely to be believable (e.g. a historian, a scientist)

4) Is it free from bias?
•

Examining the source, does it look like it is unfair to some group or point of view?

•

Think about the motivations of the person who produced the source

So try and find at least one thing for and against a source being useful to a historian, using one of these four things above.
Read the examples and complete the exercises in your exercise book.
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Example #1:

Discussing the usefulness of this as a source of information for a historian:
This source is a painting showing a hunt. It is completely useless for a historian because it is obviously showing things
that aren’t true. In the picture they’re hunting a unicorn. Unicorns aren’t real so the picture is a ‘fantasy’. Historians
cannot use sources like these.
Analysing reasons for why the source is or is not useful to a historian
The source shows nobles hunting for unicorns. This is partially useful to a historian. On one hand, it shows what does
look like a typical hunt – lots of finely dressed nobles using dogs and spears to kill an animal. This is backed up by lots
of other medieval art about hunting. This shows that hunting was an important past -time for nobles, not just for
pleasure but also for training for warfare, which those who were knights would have had to engage in. On t he other
hand, they are hunting for unicorns, which don’t exist. The large horn sticking out of the horse -like creature’s head
tells us that it is a mythical being. A painting with unreal aspects to it like this cannot be completely be believed.
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Example #2:

Discussing the usefulness of this as a source of information for a historian:
This source is artwork from an ancient Greek plate. It is a really reliable source of information for a historian. It shows
us the kinds of things that people wore, it shows that men were the ones in charge, it shows that rich people could
get other people do to work for them. It shows a lot of the social rules of ancient Greek times.
Analysing reasons for why the source is or is not useful to a historian
This artwork, from an ancient Greek plate, is moderately useful to a historian. We are able to see from the plate the
kinds of clothing that wealthy people from ancient Greece wore. We can also see perhaps the division between men
and women – in the artwork the man is clearly telling the woman what to do. However, we must not take the plate as
showing what all life was like in ancient Greece. This might only show what life was like in a small group of rich
people. Perhaps peasants and poorer people didn’t wear clothes like thi s, and maybe they had more equality
between men and women.
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Exercise #1:

Discussing the usefulness of this as a source of information for a historian:
This medieval picture is a really useful image for a historian. It shows how battles were fought and the types of
weapons that were used. It shows the colours of clothing that people wore, and that they used tame horses in battle.
Analysing reasons for why the source is or is not useful to a historian

Exercise #2:

Discussing the usefulness of this as a source of information for a historian:
This ancient Chinese picture is really really useful to a historian. It shows what women did in ancient China – they
used to crush grain using large wooden poles. It also shows that they all had the same hairstyle a nd used to wear long
colourful robes.
Analysing reasons for why the source is or is not useful to a historian
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EVALUATING THE QUALITY OF THE EVIDENCE IN A SOURCE
<BACK TO TOP>

So you know how to find evidence from a source, you know how you might use that evidence for some purpose, like an
essay or a source analysis. The next step in developing your skills of working with evidence is being able to evaluate the
quality of that evidence.
Evaluating means to make judgements based on some standards. In this situation, the standards to judge the evidence
against are: Is the evidence believable, can you trust that it is a true representation of something that happened in history?
The things you need to ask yourself are:
•

PURPOSE: why do you think this piece of evidence exists? The answer to that question might give you some hint about
whether or not it is biased information. (make sure you really understand what bias is – unfair favouritism)
o

for example: maybe you’re reading a speech from a Roman general who is talking about the characteristics of a
Roman soldier. Why is he giving the speech? Who is he giving it to? He might have been trying to make Roman
soldiers sound really amazing, so he might have been stretching the truth, or outright lying.

•

EASE-OF-USE: Is this information easy to interpret? The evidence might be really vague and you might find it really hard to
work out what is being said, or what is actually meant.
o

•

for example: maybe you’re looking at a painting

ACCURACY: do you think that the evidence in the source is correct? Things that should influence your answer to this
question include:
o

who produced it (was it an expert?)

o

when it was made (and does that matter in this case?)

o

whether it is backed up by other things you know about the topic (if it goes against other things you know, it will
need to be an extra believable piece of evidence)

It will depend on the evidence and the source of the evidence as to which of the things above are important when you are
talking about the quality of the evidence. Some pieces of evidence might make you ask all those questions, other pieces of
evidence might be more straightforward, so you only talk about some of them. The important thing is that, when you see
some evidence in the source, ask yourself, what is the evidence for (purpose), can I easily figure out what it means (ease-ofuse) and does it look correct (accuracy)?
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Read the examples and complete the exercises in your exercise book.

Example #1:
source:
http://www.history.com/topics/ancient-history/sparta
purpose: write a first person essay as if you were a Spartan soldier
The quality of the evidence about Spartan soldiers in this website from the History Channel is of a good quality. It is
produced by a respected channel that specialises in history education – the webpage was made to teach people about
ancient Greece. However, according to Wikipedia, many historians have criticized it for showing programs that aren’t always
fully backed up. It is easy for school students to read, the language is not too difficulty and it contains lots of links to helpful
videos. For my purpose, writing an essay about a soldier, it is great because it describes life in military training in Sparta.
Overall, it is good for my purpose, easy to use, but is perhaps not completely accurate, as other historians have criticised the
History channel in the past.

Example #2:
source:
http://www.ancient.eu/Tenochtitlan/
purpose: write a first person essay as if you were a Spanish conqueror, writing back to your family in Spain describing
the amazing Aztec city of Tenochtitlan
This website is a secondary source, the evidence on this online encyclopaedia was produced to teach people about the
ancient Aztec city of Tenochtitlan. This suggests it is not biased. For use in an essay about a Spanish conquistador
discovering it, only one section is useful, the part called “The City”. The rest of the page is about the history and archaeology
of the city, which a Spanish explorer wouldn’t know about. The webpage looks objective (unbiased), because it is made by
an encyclopaedia which is not for profit. There main goal is education.

Exercise #1:
source:
http://www.legendsandchronicles.com/ancient-warriors/spartan-warriors/
purpose: write a first person essay as if you were a Spartan soldier

Exercise #2:
source:
http://www.livescience.com/34660-tenochtitlan.html
purpose: write a first person essay as if you were a Spanish conqueror, writing back to your family in Spain describing
the amazing Aztec city of Tenochtitlan
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EXPLAINING HOW EVIDENCE COULD BE USED FOR SOME
PURPOSE
<BACK TO TOP>

So you know how to find evidence in a source, and you can describe that evidence. Nice. You should now try and learn how
to be able to explain what you would do with that evidence. In a school environment, you would be using it in an
assignment. Knowing how you are going to use that evidence in your assignment is really important to doing well in that
assignment.
The types of reasons you might want to use evidence in your history assignments at school are (and these come from actual
assignments that you will be doing):
•

describing a historical situation from a first-person point of view (e.g. pretending to be a Spartan soldier or a Spanish
conqueror)

•

explaining how a primary source gives the historian information about a time period in the past (e.g. looking at an
archaeological find, looking at a medieval painting, looking at old political posters and cartoons)

•

using evidence to persuade a reader about some issue in history (e.g. that there were mass migrations in the 1800s made
against what people wanted, or explaining what led to WW2)

Let’s look at each of the three types of reasons in turn, and how you might use evidence in that type of assignment.
•

first-person point of view essay: in an essay like this, you are trying to empathise (put yourself in their shoes) with
someone from history. In this situation, you would be trying to use evidence to show what life was like.

•

primary source analysis: here, you are trying to show what the primary source can teach us about a period in history. You
would want to discuss things like: does it show us the role of a certain social group? does it show what living conditions
were like? does it show how important some political event was?

•

persuasive writing: here you would be bringing in your persuasive writing skills that you have been developing since you
were in primary school. However, history writing is a bit more formal than some of the persuasive writing pieces you have
done in the past. History writing is formal writing. The question will give you a statement, and you will have to provide an
answer to that statement. Were people forced to move against their will in the 1800s? You would argue either yes or no.
You would use evidence from your primary and/or secondary sources to back up your answer. Another question might
be: what caused WW2? You would pick a few causes and argue why they were the most important ones. Again, you
would use evidence from your sources to back up whatever causes you’d chosen.

It is probably also a good idea to suggest some evidence that you wouldn’t use, just to show both sides.
Read the examples and complete the exercises in your exercise book.
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Example #1:
Source:

http://plaza.ufl.edu/tlombard/spaeducation.html
evidence:
The primary purpose of Spartan education, and indeed of Spartan society as a whole, differed greatly from that of the
Athenians. The primary goal of Spartan education was to produce good soldiers. Training for the military began at age 7, as
all Spartan boys left home to go to military school. From then until the time they were 18, they were subject to harsh
training and discipline. Historical accounts tell of Spartan boys as being allowed no shoes, very few clothes, and being taught
to take pride in enduring pain and hardship.
Throughout their adolescent and teenage years, Spartan boys were required to become proficient in all manner of military
activities. They were taught boxing, swimming, wrestling, javelin-throwing, and discus-throwing. They were trained to
harden themselves to the elements. At the age of 18, Spartan boys had to go out into the world and steal their food. Getting
caught would result in harsh punishment, including flogging, which was usually a practice reserved only for slaves. The
concept was that a soldier must learn stealth and cunning.
purpose:
Writing a first person essay pretending to be a Spartan soldier
Explaining how the evidence could be used for the purpose:
There is a lot of evidence from this webpage that could be used in an essay about a Spartan soldier. The site includes
specific details about the age that a boy would attend military school. It also includes the kinds of things they would learn
about and the conditions of life in the military school. These three things would all be used in an essay about being a
Spartan soldier. I wouldn’t need to talk about how they were different from Athenian boys, because the essay is about
Sparta, not Athens.

Example #2:
Source:
http://www.livescience.com/34660-tenochtitlan.html
evidence:
Tenochtitlán was an Aztec city that flourished between A.D. 1325 and 1521. Built on an island on Lake Texcoco, it had a
system of canals and causeways that supplied the hundreds of thousands of people who lived there.
It was largely destroyed by the Spanish conquistador Hernán Cortés after a siege in 1521, and modern-day Mexico City now
lies over much of its remains. In a 1520 letter written to King Charles I of Spain, Cortés described the city that he would soon
attack:
“The city is as big as Seville or Cordoba. The main streets are very wide and very straight; some of these are on the land, but
the rest and all the smaller ones are half on land, half canals where they paddle their canoes.” (From "An Age of Voyages:
1350-1600," by Mary Wiesner-Hanks, Oxford University Press, 2005)
He noted the city’s richness, saying that it had a great marketplace where “sixty thousand people come each day to buy and
sell...” Its merchandise included “ornaments of gold and silver, lead, brass, copper, tin, stones, shells, bones and feathers ...”
purpose:
Writing a first-person essay from the point of view of a Spanish conquistador writing home to his family in Spain
Explaining how the evidence could be used for the purpose:
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There is a lot of evidence from the livescience website that would be useful in an essay from the point of view of a Spanish
conquistador. The description of the streets and canals, as well as the great marketplace and the things that were sold there
would be useful. The history of the city, and the paragraph about its destruction, wouldn’t be included in the first-person
essay because it is supposed to be written before the city was destroyed by the Spanish.

Exercise #1:
Source:
http://deadliestwarrior.wikia.com/wiki/Spartan
evidence:
Warriors from ancient Sparta. They were known as the greatest warriors ever of ancient Greece. Much of ancient Spartan
history is written by non-spartan Greeks and other foreigners, as Spartans themselves outlawed books and record keeping.
Sparta become great by its unique system of laws, made by the famous law-giver Lycurgus. He divided land between the
Spartans, creating 10,000 landslots, meaning at early times when they were all filled Sparta had 10,000 soldiers in its army.
His laws made Sparta's glory-time from about 1000 B.C. till about 700 B.C. when his laws, which made Sparta great, were
still perfectly followed.
Every aspect of Spartan society was geared towards producing the perfect soldier. Infants were inspected at birth and left in
the wilderness to die if deformed, sickly or weak. The Spartans became the greatest warriors of ancient Greece by their
merciless and brutal training, the Agoge, which is believed to be the hardest training ever to have been in use. Even Spartan
women were expected to train their bodies, both to prepare them for the hardship of childbirth and to serve as Sparta's last
line of defense against an invasion.
purpose:
Writing a persuasive essay “Was the warrior the most important social group in Sparta? Explain your answer.”
Explaining how the evidence could be used for the purpose:

Exercise #2:
Source:
http://www.ducksters.com/history/aztec_empire/tenochtitlan.php
evidence:
Causeways and Canals
Early on in the history of the city the Aztecs built causeways and canals for transportation to and from the city. A causeway
is a raised road that allowed the people to easily travel over the swampy and wet areas. There were three major causeways
that led from the island city to the mainland. There were also bridges built into the causeways that allowed small boats and
canoes to travel under them. These bridges could be removed when the city was being attacked. The Aztecs also built many
canals throughout the city. The canals acted like water roads that allowed people to easily travel around the large city in
boats. The city was well planned and laid out in a grid that made traveling around the city easy.
City Center
At the center of the city there was a large area where many of the public activities took place. The temples to the Aztec gods
were built here as well as a court where they played a ballgame called Ullama. The largest temple was a pyramid called the
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Templo Mayor. It was the tallest building in the city in order to be closest to the gods. Other buildings in the city center
included the priests' quarters, schools, plus a rack of human skulls called the Tzompantli.
Marketplace
There were markets throughout the city where people would trade goods and food. There was one main marketplace
where up to 40,000 people would visit during feast days to buy goods and food for celebrations.
How big was it?
Tenochtitlan was a large city that covered around 5 square miles. Some historians estimate that nearly 200,000 people lived
in the city during its peak.
purpose:
Persuasive essay “Was Tenochtitlan as impressive as any modern city? Explain your answer”.
Explaining how the evidence could be used for the purpose:
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JUSTIFYING AN EVALUATION OF SOME FACTS
<BACK TO TOP>

Complete this table.
Facts
Hernan Cortes burned his ships upon
arrival in Mexico

Evaluation / your judgement
Hernan was an ambitious, ruthless man

The Aztec population dropped by more
than half after exposure to European
diseases

The arrival of Europeans in the
Americas was a bad thing

Hunter gatherers only spent about 3-4
hours a day working to survive, peasant
farmers spent most sunlight hours

Sparta was paranoid about violent
overthrow from both internal and
external sources

Sparta, Athens and most city-states
formed an alliance against the Persians
during a 50 year series of wars from
499-449 BCE
The Black Plague was carried on fleas
on rats from China all the way to
Europe
Europeans brought back many new
products from the New World such as
potatoes, tomatoes and corn.

Using facts to justify evaluation
Hernan was a ruthless leader, which is
shown by his burning of his ships when
he arrived in Mexico. This meant his
soldiers could not back out of the plan
to attack the local tribes.
There was widespread loss of
population in the New World after
Europeans arrived due to disease,
which makes their arrival a disaster for
local populations.
The fact that peasant farmers spent
two to three times more hours working
to produce food suggests that hunter
gatherer life was in many ways
preferable to settled agriculture.
Sparta was surrounded by hostile citystates and had a large number of slaves
who revolted regularly, which led to
Sparta’s paranoia about being
overthrown and its creation of a
permanent army and a military state
type government.

Even though the Greeks were usually at
war with each other, when an external
invader appeared, they were willing to
overlook their differences.
The impressive trade routes from Asia
to Europe also had some negative
consequences, like the spread of
disease.
Europeans gained more from their
exploration of the New World than
locals did.
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APPLYING EVIDENCE FROM A WRITTEN SOURCE
<BACK TO TOP>

Being able to find evidence and explain it is great. The next step is to be able to use that evidence and apply it to back up a
point that you are trying to make. To do this you need:
•

A point that you are trying to make, for example: there were lots of wars in the Middle Ages

•

A source that contains information, for example: a painting showing a scene in the king’s court

•

You need to have figured out something in the painting that helps make the point you are trying to make.

Complete the following table to help you develop this skill. The first few boxes have been included to give you an idea of
how to do it.
Point to be made

Evidence

Spartan soldiers were well-trained and
well equipped

Spartans went to military school from
7-20. They were in the army full time
from 20-30. They used spears, swords
and shields.

Sentence(s) using evidence to make
point
Spartan soldiers, who spent most of
their adolescence and adulthood
connected to the military, were highly
trained and had great equipment. From
age 7 until 30 they were either in the
military or training. They were trained
and equipped with many combat
weapons including swords, shields and
spears.
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SENTENCES BEING TOO LONG
<BACK TO TOP>

When sentences are too long, it is hard to read them. Unless you are a skilled writer, your sentences shouldn’t really be
much longer than 30 words. Actually, the shorter a sentence is, the easier it is to read. The point of writing is to
communicate an idea, so the easier you make it for the reader, the better!
Until you become a more skilled writer, you should try and write shorter sentences.
Read this example.

Example #1:
Original text (sentences too long): (only two sentences)
In the first civilisations people had a very hard life they had to look for food and eat whatever they got which can’t
have been easy and meant that people didn’t live for as long. The first humans lived a lifestyle called hunter-gatherer
which means that some of them would hunt for food and other people would just go and gather whatever food they
could find but most of the time it was the gatherers who actually brought back more food but the hunters thought
they were so great because their job seems a bit more dangerous.
Corrected text: (made into seven sentences, look how much easier it is to read)
In the first civilisations people had a very hard life. They had to look for food and eat whatever they got. This can’t
have been easy, and meant that people didn’t live for as long. The first humans lived a lifestyle called hunter gatherer. This means that some of them would hunt for food and other people would just go and gather whatever
food they could find. Most of the time it was the gatherers who actually brought back more food. However, the
hunters thought they were so great because their job seems a bit more dangerous.
For the assignment you just completed, go back over it and count the number of words in each sentence. Write the number
of words in a little circle beside the sentence. For the first four sentences you have written that are over 25 words, rewrite
them into two or more smaller sentences in your exercise book.
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CONFUSION OF COMMON WORDS
<BACK TO TOP>

There are a lot of words in English that people get confused. It is really important to use the right word at the right time.
Here are some common words that get confused and what they mean:

Affect/Effect Affect is usually a verb: Chester’s humming affected Posey’s ability to concentrate. Effect is usually a noun:
Chester was sorry for the effect his humming had. If you find yourself stumped about which one to use in a sentence, try
substituting the word “alter” or “result.” If “alter” fits (Chester’s humming altered Posey’s ability to concentrate), use affect.
If “result” fits (Chester was sorry for the result his humming had), use effect.

E.g./I.e. These two Latin abbreviations are often mixed up, but e.g. means “for example,” while i.e. means “that is.”
It’s/Its It’s is a contraction of “it is”: Posey needs to pack for her trip because it’s only two days away. Its is a possessive
pronoun that means “belonging to it”: Chester is obsessed with both the book and its author.

Loose/Lose Loose is usually an adjective: Posey discovered that the cows were loose. Lose is always a verb. It means to
misplace something or to be unvictorious in a game or contest: Chester was careful not to lose his ticket.

Than/Then Than is used for comparisons: Posey runs faster than Chester. Then is used to indicate time or
sequence: Posey took off running, and then Chester came along and finished her breakfast.
Their/There/They’re Their is the possessive form of “they”: Chester and Posey took their time. There indicates a
place: It took them an hour to get there. They’re is a contraction of “they are”: Are Chester and Posey coming?
They’re almost here.
To/Too To is a preposition that can indicate direction: Posey walked to school. She said hello to Chester when she
saw him. To is also used in the infinitive form of verbs: Chester waited until the last minute to do his
homework. Too is used as an intensifier, and also means “also”: Posey waited too long to do her homework, too.
Who’s/Whose Who’s is a contraction of “who is”: Who’s calling Chester at this hour? Whose is a possessive pronoun that
means “belonging to [someone]”: Chester, whose phone hadn’t stopped ringing all morning, barely ate anything for
breakfast.
Read this example.

Example #1:
The ancient Greeks knew who there enemies were. They were the people who lived in the city-states around them.
Some where here, some were their, they were everywhere. If you’re cousin was from a different city -state and war
broke out, you could of had too fight him. Than you’re family would be split in to!
Corrected text: (corrections in red)
The ancient Greeks knew who their enemies were. They were the people who lived in the city-states around them.
Some were here, some were there, they were everywhere. If your cousin was from a different city-state and war broke
out, you could have had to fight him. Then your family would be split in two!
Read over the assessment you just completed. Look for any commonly confused words. Correct them all with a red pen.
Write down these commonly confused words in the inside cover of your exercise book. Look at it regularly. Next time you go
to write something, look at them and think, “I’m not going to confuse these words!”
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WRITING FORMALLY
<BACK TO TOP>

When you’re writing for school, or for university, or for work, you need to write formally, not the way that you might write
in a text or email to your friends. Don’t use “I” (unless told to), &, /, etc. e.g., i.e., wanna, stuff, heaps, reckon. You should
limit your use of contractions as well (write “do not” instead of “don’t”). A good rule is to ask yourself “would I see it written
like this in a textbook”? At school, when writing formally we are trying to write with a voice like you might read in a
textbook.
Read this example.

Example #1:
I reckon heaps of old societies / cultures had problems, e.g. starvation/war/disease etc. You would wanna protect
yourself & your fam and stuff a lot, especially against other humans, i.e. they’d wanna attack you n steal your food.
Life seemed way too hard/deadly back then.
Corrected text: (corrections in red)
A lot of ancient societies and cultures had problems, such as starvation, war and disease, for example. People would
want to protect themselves and their families and friends a great deal, especially against other humans, they might
want to attack you and steal your food, for instance. Life seemed far too hard and deadly in the past.
For the assignment you just completed, go back over it and find every time you have written informally. Pick 5
sentences where you think you have written informally, and rewrite them in full, using formal language, in your
exercise book.
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USES OUTSIDE KNOWLEDGE TO HELP UNDERSTAND A SOURCE
<BACK TO TOP>

A visual source can tell us a lot about a time in history. However, we can also use knowledge that we know about a period in
time to help understand a visual source. There are two different skills that you could do here, consider this diagram:

What we are talking about here is the second one – using outside knowledge to help understand the source.
Now obviously the first thing you need is some knowledge about the time period. If you don’t have that, you can’t do this
skill. Once you’ve got that knowledge, think about it and think what bit of it is relevant to the visual source you are looking
at. Some examples:
What’s in the visual source
Rural peasants in the Middle Ages
Lords and peasants in the one painting
A medieval town
A hunting scene

Outside knowledge that might help understand it
Knowledge of the daily life of a peasant
The feudal system and how unequal life was
How more towns popped up and turned into cities
How the nobles had lots of leisure time and knights used
hunting as a way to practice for war
A scene of Jesus
How powerful the Catholic church was
Nuns helping the sick
How the Church was really involved in people’s everyday
lives. How churches were the first places used as hospitals,
universities and schools
Read the examples and complete the exercises in your exercise book.
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Example #1:

What outside knowledge can you use to help understand this visual source?
In the Middle Ages, we know that the Christian Church was the main source of education and scholarship in Europe. Monks
were some of the few people who were literate during this time. Before the printing press was invented, monks would copy
out books by hand. Thus, we can see in this painting two monks working on copying out works by hand.

Example #2:

What outside knowledge can you use to help understand this visual source?
In Medieval Europe, more and more towns sprung up along trade routes, and these towns became bigger and bigger. Town
life also became more complex, with local governments needed and protection forces set up. This painting shows a thriving
town from the Middle Ages. We can see all the various types of activities that would go on in them. We can also see some
security forces and fortified walls (in pink at the right hand side). Perhaps one aspect of medieval life not shown in this
painting is how dirty most towns were. This town looks clean. It makes me question whether this source is biased.
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Exercise #1:

What outside knowledge can you use to help understand this visual source?

Exercise #2:

What outside knowledge can you use to help understand this visual source?
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PRODUCE HISTORICAL NARRATIVE FROM FACTS
<BACK TO TOP>

The role of a historian is:
1. Ask questions about the past
2. Find source from the past that might help answer that question
3. Analyse those sources to help answer that question
4. Produce an answer to that question – this answer is often then used to help develop a historical narrative.

A historical narrative is basically a story told about the past. It is kind of like a storybook you might read. The main difference
is that a historical narrative is based on facts that a historian uncovers from analysing sources from the past.
Fictional narrative

Made up
information

•Ariel is a
mermaid
•She falls in
love with a
human

Fictional
narrative

Ariel does a
deal with
Ursula giving up her
voice for legs

Historical narrative

question

Why are there
so many
AfricanAmericans in
the USA?

Historical
sources

records of
buying and
selling of
African slaves
in the USA

answer
question

Because they
were brought
over as slaves

historical
narrative

Europeans
exploited
Africans to
help develop
their new
settlements in
the Americas

What you need to be able to do to tell a historical narrative, is be able to use your knowledge to help tell a larger story. For
example, with the Atlantic slave trade, there is a larger story:

Europeans 'discovered' a new continent
They wanted to develop this continent into European settlements
The needed labour to do it
indigenous populations were dying from disease
Africans were transported to the Americas as slaves
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Really great history writing puts the knowledge inside the larger story. You already have the knowledge, now you just need
to insert it into the larger story
Read the examples and complete the exercises in your exercise book.

Example #1:
Historical knowledge: Indigenous Australians have lived in Australia for over 65,000 years.
Larger story: Australia was one of the last places on earth ‘discovered’ and exploited by Europeans.
Paragraph:
Indigenous Australians have lived on the continent of Australia for a very long time, many historians believe for more than
65,000 years. Because Australia is so far from Europe, it was one of the last places to be discovered and colonised by
Europeans. This meant that Europeans and indigenous Australians had very different lifestyles when they first met, which
led to conflict.

Example #2:
Historical knowledge: Knights were common in the Middle Ages, but by 1800, they were not a powerful fighting force. The
use of gunpowder had a big impact on knights being less useful on the battlefield.
Larger story: Technology developed during the Middle Ages, meaning older ways of doing things were slowly dying out.
Paragraph:
During the middle ages, technology became better and better. For example, gunpowder was brought in from the Chinese,
who invented it. This made knights less important on the battlefield, as they could just be shot. This was part of a larger
development – as technology became more advanced, many of the ways of doing things from the past gave way to more
modern activities.

Exercise #1:
Historical knowledge: There are lots of African-Americans living the USA
Larger story: Africans were transported against their will during the 1700s and 1800s to work on plantations and help build
settlements for Europeans in the newly ‘discovered’ continents of the Americas.
Paragraph:

Exercise #2:
Historical knowledge: About 162,000 convicts were transported from Britain and Ireland to Australia from 1788 - 1868
Larger story: Britain had a lot of crime, and wanted to get rid of the criminals. Because the USA had recently successfully
fought for independence, Britain couldn’t send convicts there anymore.
Paragraph:
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ELABORATE ON KEY IDEAS IN DETAIL
<BACK TO TOP>

History is the process of asking questions, looking at and analysing sources from the past, and then using that information to
answer the question and help build a historical narrative.
However, there are also key themes to what goes on in history, and good history writing talks about those themes or ideas.
Some examples of key ideas from history and examples of where you see them:
Key theme or idea
Technological progress
Conflict
Civilisations becoming more different
Civilisations becoming more similar
The domination of one group over another
A period of intellectual blossoming
Stability over a long period of time
Unequal social structures

Historical example
The development of gunpowder at the end of the Middle
Ages (made the knight outdated)
World War One
The river valley civilisations in China, India and
Mesopotamia
The modern world under the dominance of American
culture (movies, fashion, music…)
Europeans dominating native Americans and Africans
from 1750-1900
The ancient Greeks in Athens during the ‘Age of Pericles’
The Chinese dynasties that lasted for thousands of years
up until 1911
The feudal system in medieval Europe and Japan

To get better at history writing, you should try and include these larger themes / ideas in your writing.
Good history writing also goes into detail. By detail, we are talking about specific examples, not vague ones. Specific
examples use names of actual people, exact dates of events or developments, or they describe specific historical events.
Specific means: exact, precise, detailed, particular, individual things.
See the difference between general and specific:
General
Cars
Romantic movies
Atlantic slavery
Convict transportation to Australia

Free settlers to Australia

Specific
1961 Ferrari 250 GT California Spider
Titanic from 1997, directed by James Cameron
The Ivory Coast lost 250,000 men, women and children to
slave traders
Mary Reibey was arrested for stealing a horse in 1791 and
sentenced to seven years transportation, arriving in
Sydney in 1792.
Thomas Rose, from Dorset, arrived in 1793 with his family,
and was given 120 acres of land.

Read the examples and complete the exercises in your exercise book. In your paragraphs, try and incorporate the key
theme, but also use specific examples, not general ones.

Example #1:
Key theme or idea: technological progress
Historical example: the knight became outdated by the end of the medieval period.
Specific detail: Cannons were used by the British in the Hundred Years’ War against France at the Battle of Crecy in
1346.
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Paragraph:
The entire period of medieval history is a story of technological progress. Numerous inventions and discoveries during
these centuries changed life dramatically. In Europe, for example, the introduction of gunpowder and cannons saw
the knight become a less important figure. By 1346 the British were using cannons against the French at the Battle of
Crecy during the Hundred Years’ War between the two powers. Knights in armour were no match for metal and stone
pellets shot at high speed with the use of gunpowder. So, technology saw the knight become less important and the
soldier with a firearm slowly take his place in warfare.

Example #2:
Key theme or idea: one group dominating another
Historical example: The Spanish conquering the Aztecs, Incans and Mayans
Specific detail: Cortes destroyed the Aztec civilisation centred on Tenochtitlan from 1519 -1521, with superior tactics
and technology.
Paragraph:
History can often be seen as a series of conflicts – one group dominating over another. From the earliest times,
cavemen fought each other. During the period when Europeans were more technologically advanced than other
places, they easily dominated other civilisations. For example, the Spanish conqueror Hernan Cortes was able to
completely defeat the mighty Aztec Empire. With only a few hundred men, Cortes defeated armies of thousands of
men from 1519-1521. Within two years Cortes had captured the Aztec capital, with better tactics and superior
weapons and armour. This is yet another example of one group dominating another.

Exercise #1:
Key theme or idea: one group dominating another
Historical example: the Atlantic slave trade
Specific detail: about 12 million slaves were transported from Africa to the Americas in the 18 th and 19 th centuries.
Paragraph:

Exercise #2:
Key theme or idea: migration
Historical example: Free settlers moving to Australia in the 1800s
Specific detail: The first free settlers came in 1793 and were all given large plot of free land over 50 acres per family.
Paragraph:
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EXPLAIN CAUSE AND EFFECT
<BACK TO TOP>

An important historical thinking concept is the idea of cause and effect. Being able to spot a cause for an effect, or an effect
for a cause is great.
Even better is being able to explain how some cause led to some effect.
Have a look at the table below:
Cause

Effect

Explaining how the cause led to the effect

During the early
Stone Age, East
Africa became
overpopulated

People migrated
to the Middle
East and Asia

There wasn’t enough resources in East Africa after a while. Hunting and
gathering requires a lot of land, so as the population grew, there wasn’t enough
land. To avoid starvation, people were forced to find new land elsewhere. They
moved northwards to the Middle East and Asia.

Alexander the
Great conquered
the known world
and spread Greek
culture

Greek culture,
such as building
styles, dress,
religion and
language, spread
to the Middle
east and West
Asia

Alexander the Great was a conquerer who defeated Greece, Egypt, Persia and
parts of India. He was also a great lover of Greek culture. As he conquered
territory, his soldiers moved into the new lands. These new Greek people mixed
with the local people. Over time, they began to share the way they did things.
This led to the existing culture being mixed with the new (Greek) culture. It
created a new type of culture known as “Hellenistic” culture. People from areas
that had been conquered by Alexander begun to life differently – new clothing
styles, building styles, religious rituals and even their language changed.

Gunpowder was
introduced from
China to Europe

The knight
became
outdated

During the middle ages, many new types of technology changed the way people
lived. For example, the Chinese had been using gunpowder for centuries, but
during the medieval period, this new technology made its way to Europe. The
Europeans began to use it for warfare. Knights could not complete with bullets
of stone and metal being shot at them at high speed – even with their sturdy
armour. So the knight became less important. Slowly over the next few
centuries, the knight gave way to the firearm-carrying soldier.

Above are the examples to help you complete the exercises. Complete the exercises in your exercise book.

Exercise #1:
Cause: The Spanish needed labour to build settlements in the New World.
Effect: Europeans imported African slaves to the Americas.
Explaining how the cause led to the effect:

Exercise #2:
Cause: Britain had so many prisoners it didn’t have enough room to imprison them.
Effect: Britain sent convicts to Australia.
Explaining how the cause led to the effect:
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ASKING OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONS
<BACK TO TOP>

There are two types of questions you can ask: closed questions and open-ended questions. Here is the difference between
an open and a closed question….
•

closed questions can be answered by "yes" or "no,", or some other simple one word or simple answer. They usually have a
single, short answer.
o

•

often are: who, what, where, when questions

open-ended questions need thought to answer and are usually answered with a long, detailed or interesting answer. They
might require evaluating something, justifying something, or contain one or more perspectives.
o

often are: why or how questions

Here are some questions of each type about Australian history:
•

•

closed questions:
o

What food did indigenous Australians eat?

o

Where did the Myall Creek Massacre occur?

o

Who was the first PM of Australia?

o

When did Australia become a country?

open questions:
o

How did indigenous Australians live before 1788?

o

How should settlers have responded to indigenous attacks on livestock?

o

Why were indigenous Australians and colonists in conflict?

o

Why did Europeans come to Australia?

Read the examples and complete the exercises in your exercise book.

Example #1:
Come up with an open question about the ancient past:
Why did Neanderthals die out?

Example #2:
Come up with an open question about ancient Greece:
How did philosophy change how leaders thought?

Exercise #1:
Come up with any open question:

Exercise #2:
Come up with an open question about the ancient past:

Exercise #3:
Come up with an open question about Australia:
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ASKING SPECIFIC, OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONS
<BACK TO TOP>

Now that you know how to ask an open-ended question, you need to be able to ask specific open-ended questions. Specific
questions have more detail in them that vague questions. For example:
Closed question
What did cave people eat?

Open-ended question
How did cave people stay healthy?

When did Europeans arrive in
Australia?

Why did Europeans come to
Australia?

Who was Socrates?

Why was Socrates so influential?

Specific, open-ended question
What strategies did cave people have
to protect themselves from disease,
infection and injury?
What was taking place in Britain in
the late 18th century that made the
British government want to set up a
colony in the Pacific?
How did the teachings of Socrates
change how leaders thought about
morality and ethics?

Highlighted in yellow are the extra details that make the question specific. Working historians ask specific questions because
otherwise their research would be too wide. They need to ask specific questions so they can focus on just one thing at a
time.

Read the examples and complete the exercises in your exercise book.

Example #1:
Come up with a specific, open-ended question about the ancient past:
How did early humans out-compete Neanderthals in warfare and survival?

Example #2:
Come up with a specific, open-ended question about ancient Greece:
Why do thinkers see the philosophy and politics of ancient Greece as so influential to the modern world?

Exercise #1:
Come up with a specific, open-ended open question about anything:

Exercise #2:
Come up with a specific, open-ended about the ancient past:

Exercise #3:
Come up with a specific, open-ended about Australia:
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USING EVIDENCE FROM ARTEFACT TO EXPLAIN SOURCE
<BACK TO TOP>

When you are trying to figure out something about an artefact such as:
-

which civilization made it

-

when it was from

-

why it was made

…you should give evidence from the artefact. Whether or not your answer is correct, it will be a better answer if it links your
explanation to the artefact. Good source analyses always start with evidence from the artefact itself.
So when you are analysing a source, any time you make some comment about what you think it means, its purpose, or
origin, make sure you base your answer on what you see in the artefact, not just on your opinion. And make sure you spell
out what it is in the artefact that made you believe what you do about it.
Read the examples and complete the exercises in your exercise book.

Example #1:

What was the purpose of this? Use evidence from the source in your answer.
This ancient source looks like it might be showing some kind of religious ritual. In the source, we can see a number of men in
special clothing (robes and hats). People often wear special clothing when they perform religious rituals. Also, they all seem
to be holding different objects, such as bottles and bowls. These could be being offered as a sacrifice to a god.
Evidence from source in green. Explanation of that evidence in blue.
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Example #2:

What civilisation do you think made this source and what was it for? Use evidence from the artefact in your answer.
I think the civilisation that made this artefact was the Egyptian civilisation. In Egyptian art, people are often shown with a
side-on view, and this artefact shows all the people from side on. There are no faces facing forwards. I think the source was
recording something, perhaps recording the different features of different Egyptian gods. This is because on the right it
shows what look like different gods. They are not normal humans or animals – some have body parts of humans and animals
– so they can’t be normal creatures, which makes me think they are gods. On the left is what looks like writing. It looks like
writing because there are lots of small marks and many of them are similar, like letters in the alphabet. So because the left
has writing and the right has pictures of gods, it is reasonable to think the writing is about those gods.
Evidence from source in green. Explanation of that evidence in blue.

Exercise #1:

What was the purpose of this? Use evidence from the source in your answer.
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Exercise #2:

What civilisation do you think made this source and what was it for? Use evidence from the artefact in your answer.
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USING EVIDENCE FROM RESEARCH TO EXPLAIN SOURCE
<BACK TO TOP>

When you are trying to figure out something about an artefact such as:
-

which civilization made it

-

when it was from

-

why it was made

…you should give evidence from the artefact. If possible, you should also find research that backs up what you are saying.
Great source analyses are backed up by two different kinds of information: information from the source and information
from any additional research you might do. So, to do a great source analysis, look at the artefact and use that as evidence,
but also do research about the artefact and use that as evidence as well.
Read the examples and complete the exercises in your exercise book.

Example #1:

What do you think this artefact was for?
Evidence from source in green. Explanation from research in blue.
This looks like a statue of an important person, as they have a special kind of hat on. Everyday people like farmers wouldn’t
normally wear a hat this fancy, so perhaps the person is a leader or ruler. So the artefact would be to show how powerful,
and loved by the people they were, or to commemorate them for leading a great life. After putting this image into a google
image search, I discovered it was a statue of Nefertiti. She was an Egyptian queen and the royal wife of Akhenaten, an
Egyptian pharaoh. This makes me more certain that it was to commemorate her for being a great person. She was the
queen during a time of great riches in Egypt, so expensive statues would have been more common.
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Example #2:

What civilisation do you think made this source and what was it for? Use evidence from the artefact in your answer.
The civilisation that made this looks like it is an Asian one. This is due to the facial features of the people. They have thin
eyes and broad, flat faces. This is similar to what groups in Asia look like. It is a collection of many statues so it may be to
show how powerful a leader’s army was. After typing a description of this collection of statues into an online search engine,
I discovered that this is the ‘Terracotta Army’, a large collection of sculptures showing the armies of the first Chinese
Emperor, Qin Shi Huang. These artefacts were made by Chinese artisans and were buried with the emperor when he died.
They believed that he could use this army in the afterlife.
Evidence from source in green. Explanation from research in blue.

Exercise #1:

What was the purpose of this? Use evidence from the artefact and research in your answer.
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Exercise #2:

What civilisation do you think made this source and what was it for? Use evidence from the artefact and research in
your answer.
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WRITES COMPLEX SENTENCES
<BACK TO TOP>

A compound-complex sentence consists of two or more main clauses and one or more subordinate clauses. It may help you
to think of a compound-complex sentence as a compound sentence plus a subordinate clause. Actually, the compoundcomplex sentences join two sentences, at least one of which has a subordinate clause. The main clauses are joined by either
a coordinating conjunction or a semicolon.

Main Clause

Subordinate Clause

Main Clause

Gina Knew

that she would have to wait,

but she didn’t mind.

Main Clause

Subordinate Clause

Main Clause

Carl was surprised

when he was chosen;

he had never expected to win.

Exercise 1:
Underline each main clause once and each subordinate clause twice.
Example:
After our team won, we decided to celebrate, so we led a parade through town.
1. When the committee met, witnesses testified about poor living conditions, and experts suggested improvements.
2. Scientists have identified the agents that cause the disease, but they haven’t found a cure for it.
3. The actor was nervous before he auditioned; he felt that he did well, though.
4. Vanessa’s sister is a computer programmer; she translates information into symbols that the computer reads.

Exercise #2
Now use the rules you’ve just practiced to combine the following clauses into one full sentence (rewrite the new sentence
using the correct punctuation and any conjunction):
1. As soon as Mary texts me back / we can go to the movie / we just need to pick up Mike first
2. My friend decided to try out for the school musical / but Mr. Johnson didn’t give her the part / because she can’t sing and
dance at the same time
3. When my cousins first arrived / we got along great / but we were ready to kill each other after we had been together for
twenty minutes
4. After James tripped and fell down the stairs / his foot and ankle were swollen / and his parents had to buy him crutches
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ORGANISES MULTIPLE IDEAS INTO CATEGORIES
<BACK TO TOP>

Explanation of skill.
Teaching of skill.
Read the examples and complete the exercises in your exercise book.

Example #1:
Example #2:
Exercise #1:
Exercise #2:
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EXPLAINS DETAILED FEATURES OF SOURCE
<BACK TO TOP>

So you can now list simple and detailed features of a source. Hey, you can probably even explain simple features
of a source, nice work. The next step is explaining detailed features of a source. Notice what I said there:
1. explaining
2. detailed features
So you have to be noticing detailed not just obvious things in the source. And you have to be explaining what they
mean, not just listing or describing those features.
Explaining:
For the skill of explaining a source, we aren’t just describing the source. An explanation of a source goes into the
meaning of a source. What do you think that thing in the source means?
Listing: this painting has men and a horse and the sky and a tent.
Describing: this painting has a lot of white-skinned men with white
wigs. They are wearing military style uniforms. They are wearing oldstyle clothing. There is a flag on top of a white canvas tent on the right
hand side, with a flag of the Confederate (from the US Civil War).
Explaining: This is a painting of generals from the US Civil War. We can
see from the different uniforms that it is a meeting of the two
oppositing sides. The person in the middle appears to be getting the
two sides to make some kind of agreement. I would suggest that perhaps one side of the battle is surrendering to
the other side.
So, listing is just a quick statement of what is in the source. A description is a longer statement of what is in the
source. An explanation does a description as well but then tries to say what the source means. What was the
author of the source trying to show?
Detailed features:
Detailed features are ones that require you to look a bit harder to find.
Simple features: men, horse, tent
Detailed features: long brown boots (military style?), sashes over the
shoulders of the men, different coloured sashes (different sides of
war?), tent has a flag that looks like the modern US flag buy less stars
(why is this? Is this a part of the US???).

The reason why we ask for detailed features is because you have more stuff to write about when it comes to
explaining the meaning. Just like in science, the better your observation, the better your understanding. So
observe closely then write about meaning.
Read the examples and complete the exercises in your exercise book.
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Example #1:

Explaining detailed features of the source:
In this image there are lots of people in various states of torture. There are people having their skin torn off,
people being fed into machines to be cut up into tiny pieces and people being burned. There are also a few
different figures prodding them with giant spears. Some of these different figures have red skin and horns. This
suggests that they might be devils or demons. The entire scene is quite grotesque – there are misshapen bodies
and buildings, pathways that don’t go anywhere, and floors that aren’t level. The colours used are also of a
reddish tone, which again suggests demonic presence. With all of this in the source, it is likely that the scene is
supposed to be some kind of hell, or underworld. The people being tortured, the demons, the red colours, all
suggest this.
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Example #2:

Explaining detailed features of the source:
In this image we can see six figures, all men wearing different costumes. Each figure has a sash over their shoulder
saying what country they represent – Serbia, Austria, Russia, Germany, France, and the last figure we cannot see
the sash. Each man is wearing a military costume. As we look from left to right, the sizes of the people are
different. Serbia is small, Austria is bigger but Russia and Germany are even bigger still. The words in the speech
bubble are all of the same kind, “If you touch so and so, I’ll…”. With these details we are able to work out that this
source is to do with the beginning of a large military conflict. Serbia brings Austria in to the war, which brings
Russia in to the war, which brings Germany in to the war and so on. This is a cartoon showing the ‘domino effect’
of how Serbia’s actions led to a full scale European war.
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Exercise #1:

Explaining detailed features of the source:

Exercise #2:

Explaining detailed features of the source:
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LINKS RELEVANT OUTSIDE KNOWLEDGE TO SOURCE
<BACK TO TOP>

Explanation of skill.
Teaching of skill.
Read the examples and complete the exercises in your exercise book.

Example #1:
Example #2:
Exercise #1:
Exercise #2:
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